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1. APF PRESIDENT 2019 AGM REPORT 
 
I am pleased to be able to present my second APF AGM Presidents report. As most of you may be 
aware the APF presidency is for a two-year term hence this is my final report as President. 
 
During my term I have endeavoured to involve representatives from all the State Councils and the 
general philatelic public in APF matters by encouraging open two-way dialogue. To further this, I 
have visited all states at least once during the past two years and attended all National Exhibitions 
during this period. Where possible the APF has held their quarterly meetings in different state 
capitals. I see this as important as it allows others to attend our meetings as observers with minimal 
personal cost. 
 
When the APF has met in Melbourne, Gary Brown and myself have met with Australia Post 
Philatelic representatives. I feel that this is invaluable to both parties as it provides a more personal 
approach to us achieving our common goals of supporting Philately. Special thanks are extended to 
Michael Zolt, Cheryl Roy and others for their support of the APF and by Australia Post’s attendance 
at full and part national exhibitions. With out this support Philately in Australia would be much the 
poorer. 
 
During the past two years it has been my pleasure to have had an enthusiastic Executive team who 
have willingly gave up their time to attend to Executive matters as they arise. The amount of time 
spent is often overlooked. It reminds me of a perception that politicians only work when parliament 
is sitting, this perception could not be further from the truth. The same applies to many others be it 
the APF executive members, Project Officers and FIP Commission Delegates. My sincere thanks are 
extended to all. 
 
Congratulations are extend to Bernard Beston who was elected President of FIP at the 2019 FIP 
Congress held in Bangkok.  
 
In closing Australian exhibiting presence at a National and International level is particularly strong; 
the challenges ahead is to engage more people to take-up [or renew their interest] in collecting 
stamps and to become more involved at the organised level, be at a local stamp club or at a state or 
national level.  
 
John Moore 
APF President 2017-19 
 
   
 
   
 
  



2.	VICE	PRESIDENT’S	REPORT	2019	AGM	
I am pleased to present my report as Vice President of the Australian Philatelic 
Federation.  
APF	Strategic	Plan		
The APF strategic plan was again reviewed in the 2018/19 financial year. 
Generally the plan is on track.  New information regarding philatelic donations 
has been placed on the APF website to strengthen the objective relating to 
seeking new funding sources. 
Work has commenced on re-developing the APF Exhibitor database.  
The Showman application will no longer provide Exhibition management 
functionality and this is now provided by Exhibition Aid, developed by Johanna 
Stafford. 
The Showman database of exhibitors, exhibitions and results was badly in need 
of repair and up grading. The software version in use was well out of date ( the 
2002 version). Some $300 has been spent on up-dating this to the current 
software version and repairing numerous errors in the code. The APF has also 
bought a license for the latest version of Microsoft Office so as to provide the 
current version of Access. 
Work is currently underway to finalize user requirements so that a new version 
of the database can be developed. In the future, Exhibition results from 
Exhibition Aid will be incorporated into the exhibition database. A series of 
reports from the database will be available to individual exhibitors and 
Exhibition Committees as required. 
There will need to be a major review of data in the historical database (such as 
email addresses, status of  exhibitors) and also all exhibitions since 2017 will 
need to be incorporated). I will be seeking assistance form State councils and 
exhibition committees in progressing this). 
 
APF	Frames	
It has been decided by the APF Executive that at this stage, there will be no 
further promotion of Frames Sponsorship. However this may be reviewed at a 
later date. 
APF	Website	
I have provided a separate Project Officer’s report on work in relation to the APF 
website  
Stamp	Exhibitions	
During the year I have attended the following: 

 Sharajah 2018 (as Commissioner) 
 Thailand 2018 
 Sydney 2019 (As probationary judge) 

 
Peter Allan 
Vice President 
17 August 2019 



3. SECRETARY’S REPORT 
AUSTRALIAN PHILATELIC FEDERATION LTD ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

7 SEPTEMBER 2019 
 
 
It is with great pleasure that I present my Report as Secretary of the Australian Philatelic 
Federation. 
 
Being APF secretary involves a fair amount of time attending to meeting agendas and 
minutes, compiling annual reports and receiving and answering requests, complaints and 
correspondence.  I also send out the APF Commissioner’s Pack to all APF appointed 
commissioners to international exhibitions. 
 
As a company the APF has to comply with reporting requirements set by the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC).  In 1918-19, ASIC introduced a new system of reporting of 
‘industry funding metrics’ and a new fee structure.  As a small unlisted company by guarantee the 
APF has been little affected by these changes other than by having to provide an additional report to 
ASIC and an increase in annual fees. I have registered the APF on the new reporting portal and 
provided the first two of the new reports. 
 
I would like to thank the executive team for their cooperation and commitment to ensuring 
communication and general business is processed effectively.  The collegiate approach to the 
affairs of business made my task easier and allowed meetings to be enjoyable and highly 
productive.    
 
I would also like to thank all Council secretaries and APF office holders for their assistance 
and cooperation during the year. 
 
 
Ian McMahon 
Secretary 
15 August 2019 
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AUSTRALIAN PHILATELIC FEDERATION LTD 
ACN 008 603 763 
ABN 42 008 603 763 
 
DIRECTORS’ REPORT 
 
 
 
Your Directors present their report on the company for the financial year ended 30 June 2019 
The Directors of the Company in office at the date of this report are: 
 
Name Qualifications Experience Special Responsibilities 
G M Stafford Dip Electrical Engineering 37 years Immediate Past President 
A J Moore Retired Manufacturing Supervisor 45 years President 
I J McMahon B Sc, PhD, University Administrator 38 years Secretary 
D J Figg BA (Acc), CPA, MACS, PCP, Retired Manager 45 years Treasurer 
G J Brown Dip (Acc), Retired Managing Director 46 years International Officer 
S Bromser B.Com, MBA, Retired National Logistics  

Systems Manager 
44 years Philatelic Development Officer 

P J Allan BA, Retired Assistant Secretary 41 years Vice President 
 
Directors Meetings 
 
The directors of the company met four times during the financial year.  The number of meetings attended by 
each of the directors during the year were: 
 
Directors Directors Meetings 
G M Stafford  4 
A J Moore  4 
P J Allan 4 
I J McMahon  4 
D J Figg  4 
G J Brown  4 
S Bromser  3 
 
Principal Activities 
 
The principal activities of the company in the course of the financial year were the promotion and 
development of philately and the provision of consultancy services to Australia Post.  No significant change in 
the nature of that activity occurred during the year.  
 
Profit 
 
The net operating profit of the company after providing for income tax was $14,688. 
 
Dividend 
 
Being a company limited by guarantee, no dividend was either recommended or paid. 
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AUSTRALIAN PHILATELIC FEDERATION LTD 
ACN 008 603 763 
ABN 42 008 603 763 
 
DIRECTORS’ REPORT 
 
 
 
Review of Operations 
 
A review of operations of the company during the financial year and the results of those operations found that 
changes in demand have seen a decrease in income of 16.70% to $151,977.  Expenditure of $131,748 
represented a decrease of 5.31% on the previous year.  
 
Significant Changes in the State of Affairs 
 
No significant changes in the state of affairs of the company occurred during the financial year. 
 
Matters Subsequent to the End of the Financial Year 
 
No matter or circumstances has arisen since the end of the financial year, which had or could have a 
significant effect on the company’s operations, the results of those operations, or its state of affairs in 
subsequent financial years. 
 
Likely Developments and Results 
 
The directors do not expect any developments in the operations of the company which could affect the 
expected results of those operations in subsequent financial years. 
 
Environmental Issues 
 
The company’s operations are not regulated by any significant environmental regulation under a law of the 
Commonwealth or of a State or Territory.  
 
Directors & Officers Indemnification 
 
The company has not, during or since the financial year, in respect of any person who is or has been an 
officer or auditor of the company or a related body corporate indemnified or made any relevant agreement for 
indemnifying against a liability incurred as an officer, including any costs and expenses in successfully 
defending legal proceedings; or paid or agreed to pay a premium in respect of a contract insuring against a 
liability incurred as an officer for the costs or expenses to defend legal proceedings. 
 
During or since the financial year the company has not paid any premiums to insure each of the directors, 
officers and or committee members against liabilities for costs and expenses incurred by them in defending 
any legal proceedings arising out of their conduct while acting in the capacity of director, officer or committee 
member. 
  
Members’ Guarantee 
 
The company is limited by guarantee.  If the company is wound up, the Constitution states that each member 
is required to contribute a maximum of $2 each towards meeting any outstanding obligations of the company.  
At 30 June 2019 the number of members was 7 (2018:7). 





















AUSTRALIAN PHILATELIC FEDERATION LTD
ABN 42 008 603 763

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2019

2019 2018
$ $

NOTE 10 - FINANCIAL ASSETS
NON CURRENT
Held-to-maturity financial assets 250,000 235,724
Available for sale assets 1,350 1,350

251,350 237,074

NOTE 11 - PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Plant and equipment:
At cost 120,601 111,911
Accumulated depreciation (109,526) (107,006)

11,075 4,905

Movements in Carrying Amounts
Movement in the carrying amounts for each class of property, plant and equipment between the 
beginning and the end of the current financial year:

Plant and Total
Equipment

$ $

Balance at 1 July 2017 7,162 7,162

Additions -          -        
Depreciation expense (2,257) (2,257)

Balance at 30 June 2018 4,905 4,905

Additions 8,689      8,689    
Depreciation expense (2,519) (2,519)

Balance at 30 June 2019 11,075 11,075

NOTE 12 - DEFERRED TAX ASSET
NON CURRENT
Deferred Tax Asset -            -          

-            -          

NOTE 12 - OTHER NON CURRENT ASSETS
NON CURRENT
Trademark 750 750

750 750

NOTE 13 - INCOME TAX RECEIVABLE / (PAYABLE)
CURRENT
Provision for Income Tax (3,561) (9,412)

(3,561) (9,412)
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Compilation Report
To Australian Philatelic Federation Limited

We have compiled the accompanying special purpose financial statements of Australian Philatelic
Federation Limited which comprise the balance sheet as at 30 June 2019, profit and loss statement and
profit and loss appropriation statement for the year then ended, a summary of significant accounting policies
and other explanatory notes.

The specific purpose for which these special purpose financial statements have been prepared is to provide
information relating to the performance and financial position of the company that satisfies the information
needs of the director set out in Note 1.

In addition to the special purpose financial report, further financial information contained in additional
(unnumbered) schedules may be provided to assist in understanding the special purpose financial report.
This additional information should be read in conjunction with the financial report and this compilation report.

The responsibility of the director

The director is solely responsible for the information contained in the special purpose financial statements
and has determined that the significant accounting policies adopted as set out in Note 1 to the financial
statements are appropriate to meet the director's needs.

Our responsibility

On the basis of information provided by the director, we have compiled the accompanying special purpose
financial statements in accordance with the significant accounting policies adopted as set out in Note 1 to
the financial statements, APES 315: Compilation of Financial Information, and relevant ethical requirements.

Our procedures use accounting expertise to collect, classify and summarise the financial information, which
the director provided, in compiling the financial statements.  Our procedures do not include verification or
validation procedures.  No audit or review has been performed and, accordingly, no assurance is expressed.

The special purpose financial statements were prepared exclusively for the director.  We do not accept
responsibility to any other person for the content of the special purpose financial statements.

Name of Firm:
Grant Thornton Australia Ltd
Chartered Accountants

Address: Level 3, 170 Frome Street, Adelaide, SA, 5000

Name of Principal: Stephen Kuchar

Date: 31 July 2019



5. Philatelic Development Officer – Annual Report August 2019: 

Stamp News Articles: 

Have submitted all Stamp News articles on time.  I encourage exhibitions to have articles in the 
months prior to their exhibition and to use the free one-page advertisement.  This happened for 
Sydney and Bunbury.  The front page of the June edition had the Sydney 2019 logo.  It would be 
interesting to see if this advertising helps attendance and/or sales of souvenirs. 

There were a couple of articles on the website and the APF Store in particular.  There seems to be 
some positive affect on visits to the Store page and on sales as a result of the articles.  We had a 
request for the monthly article to be on the website.  As some of the content becomes quickly out of 
date, we will only add selective articles that may be of long-term interest. 

It is continually difficult to find appropriate material.  I am most appreciative of those who have 
contributed with articles. 

Abandoned Stamp Cards: 

Have received agreement for Abandoned Stamp Cards as follows: 

 SYDNEY 2019 - W.M. (Billy) Hughes, Prime Minister 1915-23. 
 ADELAIDE AEROPEX, 2019 - 2s.3d airmail definitive of 1958 
 CANBERRA 2020 - c.1943 £1 James Cook, Famous Australians high-value definitive series 
 NEWCASTLE 2020 - rural mail contractor’s ute delivering a bag of mail to a roadside mail box 
 MELBOURNE 2021 - proposed replacement of the King George V definitive series 

Visiting Speakers’ Program: 

The visiting speakers program list has been updated on the Website.  Peter has sent a note to the 
State Councils to on-forward to their respective clubs.  I am not sure if this has been done.  I have 
not received any requests for speakers. 

Classic Exhibits 

The capture of a classic exhibit is a lengthy, expensive process and there are several large gold 
Australian exhibits that have not been captured and are now lost.  We are investigating new ways to 
capture exhibits excessive time or spending excessive funds.  The aim is for all large gold Australian 
exhibits and all exhibits with unique Australian content to be captured electronically. 

Tony Presgrave has agreed to work with me to trial some ideas to see if we can improve the process.  
This will include scanning the exhibit and investigating some, or all, of the following: 

1. Only produce bound hard copies of exhibits for the initial orders 
2. Making a USB version of the exhibit available for sale 
3. Making a copy of the exhibit available through the website (stored on the cloud) 
4. Having a printer able to produce a spiral bound print on demand copy 

We understand that the owner’s permission is needed for all solutions.   

APF Exhibition Manual Update 

This task is planned to start in the next quarter 

One-Up Club:  

I have not commenced this task but plan to: 

1. Add some information to the APF website under services 
2. Re-visit the rules (perhaps base new rules The American Association of Philatelic Exhibitors) 



3. Add a tick box on the National exhibitor feedback form.  The team leader can indicate if they 
believe the exhibitor would benefit from the one-up club.  This would have the website URL. 

4. The commissioner at international exhibitions should advise the PDO of any Australian 
exhibits that should be encouraged to use this service. 

Youth  

Linda Lee, our Youth Project Officer is not seeking re-appointment.  We are actively looking for 
someone to take on this role.  I would like to thank Linda for her efforts over many years.  Linda has 
submitted a report for the year. 

The Youth tab on our website is lacking content.  Several ideas have been suggested to improve this: 

1. A bi - monthly update on events / clubs that youth might enjoy (sorted by state).   
2. Scanned examples of youth exhibits taken from all Australian exhibitions.  (Requires permission 

of the exhibitor).  
3. Links to good youth sites plus exhibitions and shows.   
4. List of friendly dealers in each state who will have giveaways etc 
5. Identify a stamp – kids can send in a scan and ask for information.   
6. Tips about exhibiting – how to mount, window, title pages, headings etc 
7. Links to articles, magazines 

 

Stephanie Bromser 

Philatelic Development Officer 

August 2017 

 



6.	International	Officers	Report	
Annual	Report		2019	

	
FIP	/	FIAP		

	
The period covered by this report saw 2 FIP Exhibitions,  
 

1. Thailand [95 frames] Frank Pauer Commissioner 
2. China [77 frames] David Figg Commissioner with Stephanie Bromser Assistant. 
3. Also Australia participated in the Non-competitive Revenues Salon in Essen [43 frames] 

Darryl Fuller Commissioner. 
 
There were two FIAP Exhibitions for this period. 

1. Macao2018 [95 frames] with Stephen Browne and Tony Griffen as full Commissioners. 
2. Singpex 2019 [104 frames ] with Tony Presgravue and John Moore as full Commissioners. 

 
The FIAP Executive meet in March in Hong Kong where our Executive member Glen Stafford and  
Honorary FIAP Member Gary Brown attended representing Australia.  
 
It was also officially announced that Melbourne, on behalf of all Australia will host the 39th FIAP 
International show 11 – 14 February 2021 at the Caulfield Racecourse.  Initial discussions have 
taken place with Australia Post whose initial response is encouraging. 
	
Australian	International	Jurors.	
Australia currently has 17  FIP level qualified judges. 
Benson D. ; Benson Y. ; Beston B. ; Bromser C. ; Brown G. ; Dibiase J. ; Duberal R. ; Fuller D. ; 
Groom M. ; Kellow G. ; Lee L. ; Lewis G. ; McMahon I. ; Orr J. ; Smith DI. ; Stafford G. ; Todd R. ;  
In addition at FIAP level 
Chadderton B. ; Levine P. ; and Walker M. 
 
Australia continues to be in the top 4 countries in number of exhibits available for FIP shows. 
 
Australian	Judges	/	Judges	Assessment	Scheme	
Over the past few years a judges assessor has been appointed to oversee and interview each 
judge at a multi frame National Exhibition. 
This has been successful and will be continued into the future where necessary. It also helps with 
communication between judges. 
After consultation with the APF Executive it has been decided to run a	Team	Leader	/	Jury	
Secretary	/	Jury	Chairman	course	in	2020.	 While venue/s and dates are yet to be decided, it is 
expected that all Australian jurors hoping to be on a jury as a T/L will need to have completed 
this course. 
	
Gary Brown 
International Officer 
24 August 2019 
 
 



International	Officers	Report	
Annual	Report		2019	

	
Appendix 1 – Melbourne 2021 39th FIAP International Stamp Exhibition 
[To be known as Melbourne 2021 International Stamp and Coin Expo] 

 
After the success of Melbourne 2017, the APF have formally on behalf of Philately in Australia 
requested a FIAP Exhibition be held in Melbourne.  The venue will be the same with this time a 
further floor of the exhibition will be taken to allow more room for stands and exhibits. 
 
It is hoped that Australia Post will again play a major role and initial discussions are underway 
with the Philatelic Group at Australia Post. While the Philatelic Group fully support us it is 
becoming quite difficult be a large part of such a show. 
 
The dates of the show are 11 – 14 February 2021 with the 9 and 10 being the 2 bump in days. It is 
expected there will be 80 plus dealers and postal administrations and over 1300 frames of 
competitive exhibits inc both Open and Picture Postcard classes. 
 
It is envisaged that M2021 will have to engage more with Philately around Australia both 
financially and with volunteer time to make M2021 a show equal to or if not better than M2017 
and be a show piece of Australian Philately within the sphere of Asian Philately. 
 
How can you help ? 

1. Support the show by attending 
2. Be an exhibitor 
3. Become a Patron or supporter 
4. By M2021 product to support the show 
5. If a stamp club consider a donation; raffle; etc to support the show 

 
 



7. Immediate Past-President Report for AGM 

7 & 8 September 2019 APF Melbourne 

This is my last report as IPP and I wish to thank the executive for all your support as quite a 

few of the executive have already been IPP. 

Accords:   

I have sent off an email to all the accord countries indicating that John Moore will take over 

this role for the next two years.  I have included the contact details in this report for John to 

use. 

Throughout the last 12 month there has been great activity in the Accords 

Canada 

David Collyer was a judge/commissioner at Royal 2018 Royale St Catherine’s, Ontario. 

Hong Kong 

Allan Grey was judge/commissioner at Hong Kong Stampex March 2019   

New Zealand 

Norman Banfield has been nominated and accepted as the Accord Judge/Commissioner for 

Aeropex 2019. 

At the NZPF meeting on 30 March the executive appointed Paul McTaggart as the NZ 
judge/commissioner for Canberra 2020.   
 
Sue Vernall and David Loe Judged at Sydney 2019. 
 

South Africa 

David Benson has accepted the Accord Judge position in South Africa.  

SAVPEX 2019.  Once again Australia has been invited to participate in this show with exhibitors 

and judges.  Both Darryl Fuller and Geoff Lewis has accepted to be on the SAVPEX 2019 Jury.  

All judging will be done in the privacy of their own home.  SAVPEX 2019 is on the APF website 

and I have email all exhibitors to support this event again.  This year only 5 responded to 

enter. 

 

United Arab Emirates 

Peter Allan was the accord Judge to Sharjah 2018 Mid November. 

David Figg was the accord Judge for Dubai 2019.  

Mike Kouwen has agreed to be the accord/commissioner/ judge for Sharjah 2019.  Has 

already solicited 20 frames for Sharjah. 



United Kingdom 

I have recommended that Bruce Chadderton to be sent as accord judge/commissioner to the 

Autumn Stampex in London in 11 – 14 September 2019.   

United States of America 

Rod Kantor will be the accord judge at Milcopex 2019. 

2020 shows 

The accord country split for Canberra and Newcastle has been based on the Royal Challenge 

in Newcastle, Therefore South Africa, Canada, UK and NZ will be invited.  For Canberra, UAE, 

Hong Kong and the US have been invited.  

Bunbury 2019 One Frame National 

Four WA regional clubs: Bunbury & Districts Stamp Club, Busselton Stamp Collectors Club, 

Bridgetown Stamp & Coin Club and the Southwest Coin Club, recently co-hosted an APF 

endorsed One Frame National Stamp, Coin, Banknote and Postcard Exhibition. The event was 

held on 20th& 21st July 2019 at the Southwest Italian Club in East Bunbury WA.  

A One Frame Astro Philatelic and Numismatic Challenge, encompassing both philatelic and 

numismatic material related to space exploration. Most other One Frame Classes were also 

on show.  

More than forty volunteers from the four South west clubs helped to set up the event and 

make it a huge success. The very popular Federal Member for the Southwest, Mrs Nola 

Marino, opened the event. Mrs Marino praised the volunteers, noting how important their 

contribution was to the success of such events. She was then shown around the exhibits and 

was very impressed with what she saw.  

Sixty entries were displayed, including two from New Zealand. These were judged by five 

National Judges – Charles Bromser (Chair), Ray Todd (Secretary), John Dibiase, Ross Duberal 

and John Moore, with Johanna Stafford as assistant Secretary.  

The venue had plenty of space outside for car parking and inside to accommodate all the 

entries, dealers (stamps, coins, banknotes & postcards), youth, information and souvenir 

tables as well as a refreshments area. Thirteen WA dealers and two from the Eastern States 

supported the show with a broad range of material for sale (a rare opportunity for Southwest 

collectors).  

All who attended the Palmares Awards Dinner enjoyed a great atmosphere of friendship and 

camaraderie, while enjoying good Italian food. It was also an opportunity for the efforts and 

contributions of the judges, organising committee and volunteers to be acknowledged. 

Awards and special prizes were presented to attending exhibitors.  

Finally, a special thank you to all the members of the Organising Committee for the hard work 

put in over the past eighteen months to make the show a success. Running any exhibition 

comes at a cost, but the Organising Committee made a strong commitment to charge no entry 



fee. To support the cost of running the exhibition, Bunbury 2019 offered a range of philatelic 

souvenirs. 

 

FIAP Executive Report 

Attended FIAP Executive Committee Meeting in Bangkok 1st December 2018. 

Also Attended FIAP meeting which was held in Singapore August 3rd 2019.  Minutes will be 

sent around. 

Aeropex 2019 

Accord Judges/Commissioner confirmed 

Tono Putranto (Indonesia) 

David Lu (China) 

Norman Banfield (NZ) 

James Grimwood-Taylor (UK) 

Stephen Reinhardt (USA) 

Bill Fort (USA) 

Bernie Beston (Country unsure maybe world) 

 

Other Matters. 

Australian Philatelic Order 

I will hand over all manner of things connected with the APO Awards to the incoming IPP, John 

Moore, along with various Instructions. 

Dinner for 7th September 2019 arranged and organised; 1 MAP and 1 APR Awards. 

Stocktake (as at 1 September 2019):  

Attendance Book 1 

APO Pins    2 old-style and 9 new-style + 30 

FAP  medals 9 + 25 

MAP medals 7 + 25 

APR medals 2 + 25 

Medal boxes 0 

Fellow collars 15 plus 1 roll 

Member collars 11 



Research collars 16 plus I part-roll 

Certificate stands 3 

APO Certificates blank 88 

Research Certificates blank 2 

 

Judges refreshers Course. 

I recommend that the APF consider running a Judges Team Leader, Jury Chair and Secretary 

refresher course.  Course offered to all who intend to be or currently have been.  (Another 

pin opportunity for David to arrange.)  Spoke with both David Loe and Bob Gibson and they 

would promote this course in the NZ. 

Glen Stafford 

IPP/BD/FIAP Committee member 

5th September 2019 
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8. APF News Report to APF AGM September 2019 
Editor: Gary Brown 

 
There have been 3 issues since my last report. 

November 2018  32 pages 
March 2019    36 pages 
August 2019    36 pages 

 
All 3 editions were printed by SNAP Printers in Newcastle, coordinated through John Moore. 
Thanks to John for the ongoing support. John also handles the mailing list and Australia Post 
link for mailing the News out. 
 
We continue to build the number of digital copies that are emailed out, which is done once the 
proof has been received from SNAP.  A digital version is also placed on the APF  website. 
 
With the latest edition I kept a record of the time spent and 92 hours in total was recorded for 
work on the 36 page issue.  2.5 hrs per page I have been total. 
 
Ongoing Problems. 

1. If you are supplying reports or advertisements to me please ensure they are proof read 
by someone.  While I quickly read what comes into me I do mot edit nor read every 
word. Mistakes you the writer made do sneak through.. 
a. For example an article and an advert for an upcoming National still had “2018” in it 

instead of “2020”; obviously they had been redraft’s of 2018 advert/article. It was 
not picked up by me as my primary aim is to draft the News. Thankfully one of my 
proof readers picked it up. 

b. Another problem is “the assumption” that I will include an item that has not been 
supplied. For instance an exhibition article wrote in the body of their report The logo 
for the exhibition is shown above, and depicts the dove of peace carrying a laurel 
leaf.........”  
Please note: If you want something include then send it to me again OR TELL ME, 
just do not presume.  This was only picked at final proofing an as such was not 
included due to lack of space.  
 

2. Another very annoying time consuming part of APF News is listing the results for 
Nationals / Internationals. The best way to send them is in Excel form, NOT WORD. 

 
I look forward to producing another 3 issues in the coming year. 
 
Gary Brown 
Editor APF News 
23 August 2019 

 
 



9. ANNUAL REPORT FOR APF STORE FOR 2018 ‐19 

The detail of sales from the APF Store for this financial year are provided for you in the 

attached spreadsheet.  

Total sales for the year came to $13,594.30 but this includes amounts of: 

  $10   for Canberra from Abandoned Design No. 1 

  $180  for SAPC from Women in War M/Sht. 

  $80  for Tas for Hobart M/Sht. 

 

This leaves a net figure of $13,324.30 for sales of APF material. This is well above what I was 

anticipating midway through the year. The second half has been very busy largely due to 

exhibitors orders for the Sydney and China exhibitions. 

 

An additional $973.30 has been raised through the use of APF material for postage and a 

further $57.30 from packing charges. 

 

The personal products continue to attract zero interest. I suggest we give away the lapel 

pins as a gift for orders over $200. There are about 30 ‐ 40 of them. The couple of other bits 

we should be able to sell ‐ eventually. 

 

I still have a problem with 2 different shades of white paper caused by the original white not 

being manufactured anymore. The problem exists in the 283 x 210 and 283 x 310 sizes. If 

anyone has a smart suggestion of how to quit the sheets which have a grey tone so I can 

replace them with the white of the other sizes I would be grateful. I am very reluctant to sell 

the grey tone in case the buyer is simply updated a couple of sheets in his original white 

paper exhibit. 

 

Other than the two matters above, I am quite satisfied with the way the store runs and 

appreciate the positive remarks I receive from many purchasers.  

 

 

 

Michael Kovaleff 

 



10. EXHIBITION MANAGEMENT PROJECT OFFICER  

EXHIBITION AIDE 

ANNUAL REPORT ‐ SEPTEMBER 2019 
Johanna Stafford  

johanna@southwest.com.au  

 

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 Versions  

 Exhibition Aide ('X‐Aide' for short) comprises a master Excel spreadsheet and a series of master Word 

documents, linked by mail merge.   

 Because the judging criteria vary for each type of exhibition (National, One Frame, FIP/FIAP & State), 

there needs to be a different master spreadsheet for each type of exhibition.   

 Each exhibition type also requires its own set of master Judging and Critique sheets.   

 Fortunately, other X‐Aide word documents for the Jury, Bin Room, Catalogue, Palmares and Certificates 

are generally usable across all exhibition types, with little or no change required.   

 Database  

 Peter Allan and I are in ongoing discussion about ensuring that the Excel spreadsheet/s will be compatible 

with the Access database.   

 It is intended that results from each exhibition will be uploaded directly from the relevant spreadsheet to 

the database.   

 The database is essentially still at the 'design' stage.  As it develops, X‐Aide spreadsheets will need to be 

adapted to maintain compatibility – parallel development.  So the X‐Aide spreadsheets are also still at the 

'design' stage.    

 When Gary Brown first asked me to develop a replacement for Showman, one of the things that he asked 

for was an APF identification number for each person (many people do not yet have FIP ID numbers).   

Peter has mentioned that Access uses a unique ID number for each set of data.  Peter has suggested that 

we use the Access ID numbers as APF ID numbers.  Good idea!  

 

TECHNICAL POINTS  

 Exhibition Aide is too large for emailing, but can be copied to memory sticks, CDs or the like for posting.   

 Windows 7 & Windows 10  

 The master Excel spreadsheets were created using Excel 2010, but on a computer using Windows 7.   

 The master Word documents were created using Word 2010, but on a computer using Windows 7.  

 During the Sydney 2019 and Bunbury 2019 exhibitions, jury members with computers using Windows 10 

experienced some difficulties accessing and using the Jury Comments sheets – because of the differences 

between Windows 7 and Windows 10.   

 I intend to purchase a new laptop, with Windows 10, when I return from the September APF meeting.   

I shall then be able to create Windows 10 versions of the various spreadsheets and Word documents.   

 Windows 7 versions will need to be retained, for jurors (and future Exhibition Aide operators) who still 

use that version of Windows.  

 It would be helpful if someone with a Mac computer could test the Windows 7 and Windows 10 versions, 

to check whether there are any issues with Mac versus Microsoft.  

 

EXCEL SPREADSHEET  

 The current master versions each comprise five worksheets:‐  

 Exhibitor Results  

o This is the worksheet used for entering exhibitor / exhibit details and results.  

o There is a section for each class (and sub‐class, where applicable). 



o I recently added formulae in the heading row of each class section, to count the number of frames and 

entries to provide sub‐totals by class (or sub‐class).  Two formulae at the end of the worksheet 

provide final numbers of frames and entries.   

 Jurors  

o Creates a set of Drop‐Down Lists of juror names for selection on the Exhibitor Results worksheet.  

o Automatically adds the Jury Chairman's name to the Exhibitor Results worksheet.   

 Awards  

o Creates a Drop‐Down List of awards for selection on the Exhibitor Results worksheet.  

o Awards are abbreviated to fit on Palmares pages.  

o Automatically provides each award in full on the Exhibitor Results worksheet, to enable merging to 

certificates. 

 State‐Country  

o Creates another Drop‐Down List for the Exhibitor Results worksheet.  

o Each state or country is abbreviated to a maximum of six characters, to fit on Palmares pages (e.g. 

SthAfr, SthAus).   

 Bin Room  

o This worksheet contains a macro that will generate a listing of entries from the Exhibitor Results 

worksheet – a Bin Room List.   

o The macro formats the listing for printing on A4 paper, in landscape format.  

o It comprises eight columns:  

Entry No, Family Name, Given Name/s, State/Country, Class Name, Exhibit Title, No of Frames, 

Frames.  

 

WORD DOCUMENTS  

 The suite of Word documents includes the following:‐  

 Bin Room Documents  

o Box labels (eight per sheet of labels)  

o Receipt & Tracking Form 

o Exhibitor envelope sheets (A4 size)  

 Judging and Critique Sheets  

o One for each philatelic class  

Different set of each for the various types of exhibition  

o Also Critique Comments sheets, for jury comments to exhibitors.   

Digital versions are provided to jurors on memory sticks / thumb drives.  

Jurors can type on the digital version, or write on a printed version.  

 Catalogue and Palmares Masters  

o Alphabetical index of exhibitors (with several A4 and A5 format options)  

o Full listing by class (with several A4 and A5 format options) 

 Certificate Masters  

o Certificate of Award  

o Certificate of Appreciation ('thank you' certificates)  

 Acceptance Letters  

o Can be printed for posting, or attached to an email message.  

 Merging Guide  

o A quick reference to facilitate the process of creating merged documents.  

 User's Guide  

o The current User's Guide provides a comprehensive description of Exhibition Aide plus a set of step‐

by‐step instructions for each type of document.   

o Each set of instructions is provided twice:  

One with illustrations (screen dumps) for each step; one without the illustrations.  



CURRENT & FUTURE PLANS 

 User's Guide  

 The current User's Guide is somewhat lengthy (and a very large file).   

o I plan to remove most of the descriptive component, leaving the step‐by‐step instructions and 

essential guidance information.   

o It might be necessary for me to create two User's Guides – one for Windows 7 and one for Windows 

10.   

o I plan to create a separate Comprehensive Guide.   

This would include the descriptive component removed from the User's Guide.   

It would also contain details of the various formulae, macros, etc.   

The Comprehensive Guide would essentially be a maintenance manual.  

 Excel Spreadsheet  

 The macro that creates the Bin Room List has proven very successful – plus quick and easy to use.  

I plan to create additional macros to generate results lists and the like.  

 

EXHIBITIONS  

 To date, Exhibition Aide has been used at the following exhibitions:  

 Swan River Stamp Show 2018 (state‐level)  

 Sydney 2019 (national)  

 Bunbury 2019 (national one frame)  

 Upcoming exhibitions include:  

 Swan River Stamp Show 2019 (state‐level)  

 Aeropex 2019 (national and one‐frame)  

 Canberra 2020  

 NZ 2020 (FIAP)  

 Melbourne 2021  

 

FINAL COMMENTS  

 Some exhibition committees are still using 'Surname' instead of 'Family Name' on entry forms.  

 When I was first appointed as 'Exhibition Management Project Officer', several people contacted me with 

questions about running exhibitions.  Any chance of changing my title to 'Exhibition Aide Project Officer'?  

 Earlier this year, the judging criteria for many classes were changed – some significantly.   

The APF website is generally pretty good at keeping up to date with these things, but the FIP website is NOT.  

 Whenever I train someone to use Exhibition Aide, I will also teach them the role of Assistant Jury Secretary.   

 

< . > . < . > . < . >  

 

 



11. FRAMES REPORT FOR SEPTEMBER 2019. 
 
Sydney is over and despite the late pick up of the containers from the venue all are back 
“home” in good order. As noted later in this report a problem arose with the transport of 
the 10 foot container which would have meant it was separated from the other two for 
transport, something I did not want to happen so at the last minute I made the decision to 
send a third 20 footer. Because of previous packing of the containers I was not sure what 
was in that container so I sent extra parts just to be sure. As it turned out there was more 
than enough.  
   
I have now checked two of the three from Sydney and know exactly what is in them, The 
third one will be held over until I move one for Aeropex as that one is not sitting quite 
level and if I open it I may not be able to close it again. 
 
Whilst the idea of having two 10 foot containers appeared to be good on paper, in reality  
it did not work out as planned. The 10 foot containers do not fit in with the general 
transport arrangements which are geared to 20 and 40 foot containers, particularly for rail 
transport which is the most cost effective means of moving them. I expect that moving a 
10 foot one on its own will not pose any real problem and will start making enquiries 
about moving one to Tasmania shortly. 
I thought we might get 80 frames in a 10 foot container, however that is not the case and 
only 66 units will fit comfortably. 66 units equalling 132 sides is ample for One Frame 
exhibitions anyway. 
 
Containers will now have a maximum of 165 frame units (330 sides) only so organising 
committees need to tailor their show to suit the frames available. The reason for this is so 
that the tubs of feet and other small parts can be stacked at the front of the container 
where I can see what is there and ensure the correct number of parts are included. Any 
more than 165 units and there is no room for the APF store stock and any other 
incidentals such as the toolbox and hi-vis vests etc., that may need to be packed for a 
show. 
The contents of each container will be: 
165 frame units 
165 two pin feet packed in tubs of 16 plus 5 in a milk crate, Note Packed not thrown in. 
30 single pin stabilisers packed in milk type crates. 
165 U clips 
1 frame trolley 
 
I have taken the oldest of the “new” containers, which was purchased in 2008, for storage, 
and disposed of the last remaining old container. 
 
Anthony Presgrave 
Frames Project Officer. 
 
 



12. Australian Philatelic Federation 
2019 August Report 

Judges Register Project Officer 
 
Currently Accredited 
 
All accreditations for national and international exhibitions, (where advised to the appropriate Project Officer) have been added to 
the database.  
 

Year 
Traditiona
l 

Post 
Hist Post Stat 

Themati
c 

Aero/Astr
o 

Literatur
e Youth 

Maximap
h 

Revenu
e Polar Open FDC 

Postcard
s 

  28 17 23 2 11 5 5 0 10 2 7 2 19 
201

8 3 3 1 1 1 
  0 0 0 1 1 0 

201
9 1 2 2 1 2   0 1 1 1 0 3 

202
0 9 6 7 0 4   0 2 0 2 2 5 

 

A table showing currently accredited jurors’ year accreditation status is attached 
 
In regard to digital records of national exhibitions, Jury Chairman and Secretary should forward a complete listing of Jury members ( eg 
Chairman, Secretary, IT Recorder, Team Leader’s classes and the classes in which jurors served) to the Judges Register Project officer. 

 
 
Jurors, please remember to advise the Judges’ Register Project Officer of any exhibition results achieved outside Australia, so that 
you may be accredited for them.  
 
Should there be any perceived discrepancies in the accreditation year tables, or the list of Emeritus Judges please contact  
B Doherty Email bjdoh@bigpond.net.au so that they may be clarified and adjusted accordingly. 
PLEASE notify any changes in EMAIL ADDRESSES. 
 
Bernard Doherty 
15 Aug 2019 

Probationary Traditional 
Post 
Hist 

Post 
Stat Thematic Aero/Astro Literature Youth Maximaph Revenue Polar Open FDC 

Grey A   2025                     
Nuitjten A                         



No. Name Traditional Post Hist Post Stat Thematic Aero/AstroLiteratureYouth MaximaphRevenue Polar Open FDC Postcards Topical
Allan P 2020

104 Alwast A 2018 2019
82 Barsdell P 2022 2019

2 Benson D 2020
59 Benson Y 2018 Yes
31 Beston B 2022 2026 2025 2022

Blinman M 2020 2021 2022
74 Bodley E 2024

114 Bodnar J 2020
Boylan R 2025 2022

124 Brigden P 2021 2022 2020
95 Bromser C 2021 2025 2020 2020
96 Brown G 2021 2019 2025 2019 2022 2019 2019

123 Browne S 2022
126 Chadderton B 2026 2021 2020

99 Chappell C
110 Collins M 2020 2021 2021

68 Collyer D 2026 2025 2021 Yes 2026
58 Crowsley J 2019
93 Dibiase J 2022 2020 2018 2021 2021

117 Downes A 2026
14 Duberal R 2022 2019 2020 Yes 2021 2024

Ebing G 2025 2022
113 Edwards D 2020 2021
119 Edwards P 2022
120 Figg D 2022 2026

Franklin J 2019 2020
89 Fuller D 2020 2020 2025 2022

108 Gane J
128 Gendek M 2026 2019

22 Gibson J 2021 2022 2018
Griffin T 2021 2022

51 Groom M 2020 2022 2022
129 Johnstone J 2020 2020

Kantor R 2022 2019
70 Kellow G 2026 2021 2020 Yes

Kouwen M 2021 2026
79 Lee L 2022 2022 Yes

100 Levine P 2025 2021 2020
97 Lewis G 2019 2021 2021
85 McMahon I 2021 2021 2022 2022 2018 2024

JUDGE  ACCREDITATION  YEAR(File C:/FILES/APF/Reports/Groups/Judge accreditationYear.*) BD 15/08/19



130 Moore J 2026 2025 2022 2021
60 Orr J 2018 2017 2022 2021 Yes

Pauer F 2022 2022
78 Presgrave A 2026 Yes 2021 2022

116 Roland J 2020 2022
107 Sadler J 2025
109 Savins L 2026 2026
131 Schofield T 2021 2022 2022

54 Smith DI 2017 Yes 2025 2024
111 Stafford G 2022 2020 2020 2022
36 Todd R 2021 2020 2025 2020 Yes

121 Trinidad J 2018 2019
122 Trinidad Y 2018
127 Vassallo J 2021 2023

92 Walker M 2019 2025 2022 2026 2019 2021 2018 2019
84 Watson G 2021 2020

118 Welden L 2022 2022 2021
112 Wells P 2020 2019
106 Wolf E 2022 2026
115 Xavier P 2020 2020
103 Yen BS 2021
125 Ziegeler G 2020 2020 2023 2021

Year Traditional Post Hist Post Stat Thematic Aero/AstroLiteratureYouth MaximaphRevenue Polar Open FDC Postcards
35 29 24 4 10 5 4 0 10 3 8 3 21

2018 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
2019 3 3 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 5
2020 10 8 7 2 0 0 0 2 0 1

Probationary Traditional Post Hist Post Stat Thematic Aero/AstroLiteratureYouth MaximaphRevenue Polar Open FDC Postcards Topical
Grey A 2025
Nuitjten A



13. Australian Philatelic Federation 
2019 Annual Report of 

Archives 
 
The Archives of the Federation continues to be housed at Philas House, 17 Brisbane Street, 
Darlinghurst, NSW 2010. Archives of the Federation in the Philas Library now located to a 
shelf area in the room containing the Auction catalogue collection. This has made the 
collection easier to access. 
 
The Archives contains philatelic items and administrative documents of the Federation and its 
predecessor.  Application to view the archives should be made through the Secretary. 
 
On the change of Federation officer’s material should be lodged with the Archives. In addition 
there is a range of records from various events that will form part of our national philatelic 
history. 
 
State Councils associated with the organising of National Philatelic exhibitions should 
endeavour to lodge with the Federation archives items related to such exhibitions.  
 
It is also useful for National Commissioners to International exhibitions to lodge copies of 
bulletins, catalogues and awards lists with the Federation archives. 
 
Archives holds a collection of journals to the Federation.  Included are runs of items such as 
the journal of the French Federation and the Hong Kong Philatelic Society monthly newsletter. 
 
 
David Collyer 
Archives Officer 
Australian Philatelic Federation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



14. Australian Philatelic Federation 
2019 Annual Report of 

Publications Assistance Officer 
 
The Publications Assistance program of the Federation was established to assist the 
publication and promotion of philatelic literature in Australia or concerning Australian philately. 
Applications for assistance from within Australia should be lodged through the local State 
Philatelic Council. Requests from outside Australia should be made through the secretary of 
the APF. 
 
Other forms of assistance to potential authors can include: 

 Discussion of writing and publishing experiences. 
 Advice in research techniques. 
 Reviews of published works. 
 Peer reviewing manuscripts 

 
Literature reviews can be sent to a number of philatelic publications. Each publication gets a 
different review emphasising the trend of the receiving journal.  
 
Australia maintains an active limited edition publishing network that extends our philatelic 
knowledge. Works published recently included: 

 Brusden-White Publications- Australian Commonwealth Specialists catalogue. 
King George VI 4th edition 2018 

 Brusden-White Publications Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue  
Queen Elizabeth II 4th Edition 

 Hugh Freeman. The Barred Numerals of Victoria 2nd edition.  
 Hugh Freeman. The Barred Numerals of New South Wales 2nd edition 
 Gordon Monk The Surface printed KGV Sideface issue plate proof catalogue 

 
There is a high philatelic interest in Internet homepages. Sites are maintained by Organised 
Philately, Australia Post, the Philatelic Trade and individuals. There are also philatelic 
noticeboards and chat rooms on which the views of individuals can be posted. 
 Philatelic exhibitions use this medium as a way of reaching a wider number of potential 
supporters. An active exhibition web site is a useful promotional and sales tool.  
 
Sydney hosted the national literature class in 2019. There were nine entries in the class, four 
monographs, two priced catalogues and three journals. 
 
Auction catalogues are a particular form of literature to out hobby. The major Australian 
Auction Houses from time to time produce catalogues for sales of “Name” collections. The 
information in these publications supports specialist catalogue information. 
 
 
David Collyer 
 
Publications Assistance Officer 
Australian Philatelic Federation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



15. Australian Philatelic Federation 
2019 Annual Report of 

Research Assistance Officer 
 
The APF Research Assistance Service is designed to assist collectors in learning about their 
fields of interest and helping find solutions to difficult philatelic problems and by seeking to 
provide information not readily available to a collector 
 
A request for research assistance should be made to the relevant State Research Officer, 
preferably as a written request, supported by photocopies of relevant material. Where 
necessary the State Research Officer may refer a request to the National Co-ordinator for 
further advice. Please note, this service is not for expertisation of stamps or for valuation 
purposes 
    
    National Co-ordinator 
    David Collyer 
    P.O. Box 201 
    Gladesville NSW 1675 
 
ACT    NSW    Queensland 
Paul Barsdell   David Collyer   John Crowsley 
P.O. Box 3475   P.O. Box 201   P.O. Box 2296 
Manuka ACT 2603  Gladesville NSW 1675 Heperra Qld 4054 
 
South Australia  Tasmania   Victoria 
Anthony Presgrave  Malcolm Groom  Peter Leitch 
P.O. Box 317   225 Warwick Street  GPO Box 9800 
Golwa S-Aust 5214  West Hobart Tas 7000  Melbourne 3001 
 
Western Australia 
WAPC 
G.P.O. Box 9800 
Perth WA 6848 
 
State Research Officers may sometimes send the inquiry direct to the National Co-ordinator. 
They may also initiate a request themselves to the National –Coordinator, and vice versa. In 
most cases the Research Officers are linked to or have access to significant philatelic libraries 
 
Most questions for the APF research service now come via e-mail from collectors who have 
accessed the Federation web site 
 
There are a number of users of the Research Assistance service who require stamp 
identification, which is probably best met through the auspices of local Philatelic Councils. 
Questions regarding valuation should be directed to APTA 
 
It is possible to do extensive searches through the journal literature but this takes time. At this 
time most requests are handled by mail or by phone or by e-mail. This service is beneficial to 
Australian philately. It is also possible to supply material for judges requiring background on 
exhibit topics: 
 
A sample of some topics handled: 

 Available catalogues of 19th Century postal stationery. 
 19th Century US postal rates for ‘Drop’ letters. 
 Postage stamps of Gold Coast- Queen Victoria Period. 



 Postal history of the France –Prussian war. 
 Squared circle postmarks of the Northern Territory. 
 Location of British FPO SZ 22 in June July 1918. 
 Postage stamps of the Gold Coast- Edward VII period. 
 What postal rates applied to the 1978 Trees issue of Australia? 
 Airmail flight between Mawson and Davis bases August 1960. 
 Censor cachet from Trial Bay internment Camp WW I. 
 Routing of airmail from Philippines to France during the Horseshoe route period. 
 Postage stamps of Gold Coast- George V period. 
 Qantas 1951 air service from Lae to Tarawa. 
 Early 1930’s India airmail rates to British Guiana 
 The treatment of mail addressed to France arriving after the Armistice of June 1940. 
 Earliest use of Registration labels in Australia 
 Postal history of Australian participants in the Empire Air Training Scheme Canada 

1941-1945. 
 Postage stamps of the Gold Coast- QE II period 
 Postal rates of Bohemia Moravia 1939-1945 
 Function of number 3-3 postmarking machine at the GPO Sydney 1937-1960 
 Poland-Martial Law censorship markings 1981-1982 
 NZ 1964 Health issue background and known varieties 
 Japanese occupation of Malaya Commemorative postmarks 
 1979 Billy Blood Drop commemorative postmarks and their forgeries. 
 Postal History of Australians from the Empire Air Training Scheme serving in Europe, 

Africa and Asia. 
 Postmarks of Queensland 
 Repatriation of Japanese internee’s from Australia after WW II 
 Methods of stamp production during the Cultural Revolution Peoples Republic of China 
 Postmarks of Western Australia 
 Aircraft movements on the England-Australia and Australia-England airmail service 

from April to Mid June 1940 
 Australian Antarctic Base Postmarks 
 Postal history of transport of Prisoners of War WW II. 
 Railway transport of mails between Greece and Hungary in April 1940 
 Hythe and Lancastrian airmail services from 1946-1948 on the England-Australia and 

Australia-England route 
 Listing of Australian steel engraved slogan postmarks. 
 1930’s German Europe-South America service cachets 
 Bangladesh Bradbury Wilkinson issues. 
 Philately associated with the first journal of the ‘RSV Aurora Australis’ 
 Nicaragua 1931 Earthquake airmails 
 Postal rates in use during the Allied occupation of Germany 1945-1949 

 
The service assisted the Philas Library in the provision of background information for accord 
Commissioner to Sharjah 2019. Sydney 2019 has also asked for reference assistance 
 
National David Collyer 
Co-ordinator –  
Research Assistance Service 
 
 

 
 



Webmaster’s Report APF AGM Sept 2019 

16.	APF	Webmaster’s	Report	‐	AGM	2019	
Summary	
Work has continued on the APF website to provide new content for collectors 
and exhibitors in addition to regular maintenance and up-dating. 
Traffic had increased very significantly over this period. Details of key statistics 
are as follows: 
12 months to 30 June 2019 
Page Views:  75,906 (55,000 previous year – 72% increase)  
Visitors:  18, 028 (7.600 visitors previous year  - 230% increase). 
Document downloads:  2,173 (1,700 previous year – 27% increase)  
New content such as Exhibition results and new APF Products is generally added 
around twice per month. 
Some problems have been identified this year in relation to out-of-date content. 
 
Key	Points	
1. A new page added last year on selling and valuing stamps is mainly 
responsible for the huge increase in traffic. This is now the most visited page on 
the site. 
2. Further new content is planned especially to cater for the pre-retirement 
group. Any suggestions or contributions from local clubs or State Councils would 
be welcome. 
3. The on-line APF store sales dropped from 160 orders in 2017/18 to 72 orders 
in 2018/19. Total value of sales in the 2018/19 year was  $6,160.65. 
4. The average age of visitors to the site has dropped with the 55+ age group 
decreasing from 63% to 47%. This decrease is probably due to the large number 
of visits to the “Selling and valuing stamps” page.  The gender balance is now 
55% males/45% Females -  a decrease in the percentage of males, which was 
63% the previous year. 
 
Up‐dating	of	Website	content	
 A number of out-of-date documents and details were identified on the website 
during 2018/19. 
Ensuring all content is up-to-date and correct is a high priority and inaccuracies 
can cause serious problems. 
The cooperation of all Project Offices, Commission delegates and State delegates 
is requested to check whatever details they may be responsible for. 
It is APF policy to check that all web content is checked for currency once per 
year. 
I will email everyone to ask that they check:  
1. the content is up-to-date, or 
2. provide any new or additional information for placing on the APF website. 
 
Peter Allan 
APF Webmaster 
17 Aug 2019 
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apf.org.au	Website	Statistics	
1/7/2017	–	30/6/2018	

 

Statistics	
 

	
Sessions:	12,706 
Visitors: 7,645 
Pages	Viewed: 55,679 
Average	Time	per	visit: 2:40 minutes 
Bounce	rate: 25.73% (36.32% previous year) 
 
Downloads	1,755	(395	previous	year)	
Adelaide Stampex Souvenirs: 161 
APF Brochure :Identify and Value stamps: 101 
Adelaide Stampex prospectus: 79  
APF News August 2017: 73 
APF Brochure: I have just inherited a Stamp Collection: 71 
APF News Nov 2017: 65 
 
Top	Pages	(Page	Views)	
Front Page:      13,809 
Exhibiting Timetable:    3,583 
Exhibition Results:     3,036 
APF Store:      2,867 
Adelaide Stampex:     2,621 
South Australia (State Council Page):  2329 
Selling and Valuing Stamps – new page trending towards 5th most visited 
 
Demographics	
AGE	
65+  29.9% 
55 – 64 23.6% 
45 – 54 16.9% 
35 – 44 13.4% 
25 – 34 12.7% 
18 – 24 3.4% 
GENDER	
MALE  63.7% 
FEMALE 36.3%   



17. YOUTH PROJECT OFFICER: REPORT TO THE APF AGM 2019 
 

In General 
There is growing concern about the steadily falling numbers of young people in organised 
philatelic activities. Some of the Australian State Councils no longer have an official Youth 
Philatelic Officer or Group Leader. The NSW Philatelic Development Council appears to be one 
of the few still to include a Youth Development Officer. 
 
The Australian Philatelic Federation (APF) 
The APF Executive no longer has a person responsible for youth philately. The Youth Project 
Officer reports to the Philatelic Development Officer on youth philately matters. 
 
New South Wales 
This State has some activities that may be of interest to the other States. The focus is on 
encouraging young people to be more involved in collecting and exhibiting. A small number of 
grandparents and parents are encouraging involvement in exhibiting and collecting.  There is still 
one Youth Group in NSW. This is in Orange NSW and runs programs at State Stamp Exhibitions 
and has a regular class in a local primary school. 
In addition a lunchtime stamp group has been running this year at a North Shore primary school.  
 
The Sydney Youth Stamp Group (SYSG) 
The SYSG runs regular full day meetings in the last week of the school holidays. The organisers 
have a planning meeting in advance and activities are always based on a theme.  Separate activities 
are held for the Juniors (up to 12 years) and the Seniors (from 12 years plus). Parents register their 
children in advance. Originally about 60 young people attended but the numbers have been falling 
progressively.  The Coordinator will be resigning at the end of the year.  Unless a replacement is 
found, the SYSG meetings will not continue. 

Youth Exhibiting. 

The Australasian Championships held as part of the recent National Show in Sydney, Sydney 
Stamp and Coin Expo 2019 (SSCE19) included 10 exhibits in the Youth Class. Sadly several of 
the exhibits were from young exhibiters who no longer exhibit. However there were some exciting 
new entries from India. The Youth Class Jury gave feedback to the Indian Commissioner which 
will hopefully encourage these young people to continue. The Jury also gave feedback to the South 
Australian Commissioner to encourage the two exhibits from this State to continue.  The winner 
of the Best in Class Prize was from South Australia. He attended the SSCE19 Palmares Dinner 
with his parents.  

Linda Lee 
Youth Project Officer and APF Delegate to the FIP Youth Commission 

30 July 2019 

 



 
18. Australian Philatelic Federation 

2019 Annual Report of 
State Council Forum. 

 
The State Council Forum has run formally since 1999 in Sydney. The Convenor organises the 
agenda by requesting items from the states as well as chairing the meeting. Until 2010 the 
meeting elected a minute taker and a record of the meeting was distributed to the APF 
Executive, State Councils and those who attended the meeting. For the 2010 meeting the APF 
executive has supported a request that the minute taker be appointed a project officer. 
 
The 2016 State Council Forum, was held in Adelaide in conjunction with the Annual meeting 
of the Australian Philatelic Federation. The meeting was convened by David Collyer and a 
record of the meeting taken Lionel Savins. The meeting continued format first used in 2003, a 
session on the Saturday afternoon and a combined session with the APF executive on the 
Sunday morning. Participants found the combined meeting beneficial in that gave all parties 
an arena for discussion. The record of the 2018 meetings was sent to the APF executive for 
discussion at their December 2018 meeting. 
 
State Councils suggest the topics to be discussed. The Convenor arranges the agenda and 
provides background notes, their state councils present the topics. It is desirable that the 
structure and processes of the Forum be communicated to the philatelic public.  
 
The combined meeting continued the innovation introduced in 2009. The session for co-
chaired, the Forum provided a recorder. The record of all sessions was distributed to the APF, 
and State Councils before the end of the calendar year. Items raised in the Forum were 
discussed at the February meeting of the APF executive. The APF Executive has approved 
the appointment of a record taker who as with the Convenor elected annually, both have the 
status of project officers. The record of the 2015 Forum was forwarded to the APF executive 
for discussion. 
 
Topics discussed at the 2018 Forum included: 
 

1. Converting 15 sheet frames to 16 sheet frames- a national project (Mike 
Kouwen) 

 
2. New responsibilities of Exhibition Organising Committees as far as frame 

containers are concerned. (Tony Presgrave) 
 

3. Barbara Bartsch Youth Award. (Michel Roland) 
 

4. After Showman-exhibition data management (Johanna Stafford) 
 

5. Modern Postal Stationery & Postal History sub classes. Incompatibility of 
versions of rules (or lack thereof) on FIP/FIAP/APF websites. (Michel Roland) 

 
6. Is Legislation and Post Offices operating procedure affecting clubs?  

Implications for Clubs on rules for having a PO Box (Lionel Savins) 
 

7. APF Officers Job Specifications – Mechanism for updating and getting 
approval (Michel Roland) 

 



8. Accord Judging Experiences (David Collyer) 
 

9. Keeping track of one frame exhibitors and in particular judges (Michel Roland 
One Frame Class Convenor) 

 
10. Making sure that meetings at National exhibitions are supplied with the correct 

number of display frames. (Geoffrey Kellow) 
 

11. Security on auction Bulk lots and at club events –minimising substitution and 
theft. (Lionel Savins) 

 
12. Exhibition envelopes new directions. 

 
13. Exhibition awards – should only medals be given. (Geoffrey Kellow) 

 
14. How are exhibits at half nationals treated when they are transferred to a class 

that was not on offer?  
 

15. Recording important Exhibits by Australians– APF Exhibits series-Possibly any 
national Grand prix winners. 

 
16. Is the philatelic community supplying local commercial stamp magazines with 

articles and comments? 
 

17. Synopses for exhibits? 
 

18. The future of organized youth philately (Linda Lee) 
 

19. Need for judges to be listed in Palmares and the classes they judged (Martin 
Walker) 

 
20. Culling of Showman' exhibitors/exhibits: only 2 years after their passing or when 

an exhibit is sold. (Michel Roland) 
 

21. Should organised philately foster a person (or organisation) to assist societies 
across Australia in the development of website skills 

 
22. Relaxing of commissioner fees for postcards & open classes when exhibiting 

overseas. Allow frame to weigh up to 520g and take total weight of exhibit into 
consideration. More important for 1-frame! (Michel Roland) 

 
23. How to address the trend in shrinking club members (University of the Third 

Age, Service clubs) 
 

24. From the experiences of Canberra 2018 and Newcastle 2018 review the 
practicalities of using computers and word processing for exhibits’ written 
critiques 

 



25. Stamp Collecting Month. How does organised philately get back into this annual 
promotion driven by Australia Post? Martin Walker) 

 
Plenary Session: 

The speakers for the following come from the APF Executive 
 Exhibition Data Base (Peter Allan) 
 Update on the Postcard class (China 2019) [David Figg] 
 APF Website  (Peter Allan) 
 Review of experiences from SAVPEX 2018  (Glen Stafford) 
 Medallions as special prizes (DC) 
 Up grading the Exhibitions handbook 
 Forthcoming National Exhibitions: Sydney 2019, Bunbury 2019, Adelaide 

Aeropex 2019 

 
A wide ranging list of topics is being prepared for discussion at the 2019 Forum. 
 
David Collyer 
Convenor 
State Council Forum. 
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19. AUSTRALIAN DELEGATE TO FIP TRADITIONAL PHILATELY 
COMMISSION. 
 
I was appointed as Australian FIP Traditional Philately Commission delegate at the 
December 2018 APF executive meeting. 
 
My first task in this role was to attend the FIP Traditional Commission meeting in Bangkok 
where new guidelines to harmonise the guidelines between all FIP classes was approved. Full 
details of the meeting and guidelines can be accessed through the below links. 
 
http://traditionalphilately.dk/Files/GuidelinesTPEapproved30November2018Bangkok.pdf 
 
http://traditionalphilately.dk/Files/TPCommissionmeetingreportBangkok2018.pdf 
 
The commission website www.traditionalphilately.dk is updated on a regular basis with 
informative information. 
 
I have not attempted to collate the number of traditional exhibits that have been shown in 
exhibitions that have been available to Australian exhibitors, however it is fair to say that 
Traditional exhibits have had a significant presence. 
 
Interest continues in exhibiting material in the Modern era, with new exhibits being shown. I 
would encourage exhibitors to consider putting together a Modern exhibit, whilst it can be 
challenging getting the required material this can be offset as it will not be overly expensive 
and is not ‘locked’ away in collections that may not be on the market. 
 
John Moore 
Australian Delegate 
FIP Traditional Philately Commission   
 
 
 
 
 



20. FIP Postal History Commission Delegate’s Report 
APF Annual Meeting 2019 

 
The FIP Postal History Bureau members remain as elected in 2018. They are Andrew 

Cheung (Hong Kong) Secretary, Bill Hedley (UK), Dan Walker (USA), Henrik Mouritsen 
(Denmark), Andres Schlichter (Argentina) and Charnchai Karnasuta (Thailand) with myself as 
Chairman.. We now have Prakob Chirakiti is the FIP board member responsible for the Postal 
History Commission following the election of Bernie Beston as FIP President. 

 
The seminar on 'Treatment in Postal History' developed by Dan & Pat Walker, Peter 

McCann and Kathy Johnson was presented during the Postal History Commission meeting at the 
Thailand 2018 World Exhibition. The seminar is available for download at 
https://www.fippostalhistory.com/delegates_resources/downloadable-seminars/standard_seminars/ 

 
New seminars for exhibitors are now being developed by the Bureau covering rarity and condition. 
The next seminars for postal history exhibitors is scheduled for May 7th 2020 at London 2020. 

 
I continue to manage the FIP Postal History Commission website  

www.fippostalhistory.com  and all communications with delegates and exhibitors are done through 
this site. 

 
The Bureau is in the course of completing the harmonisation of the Guidelines and these are 

expected shortly. They do not involve any change of definitions or application of the rules but are 
rather a change in presentation and formatting so that there is a uniform approach to presentation 
between all the disciplines. The harmonised Guidelines are not anticipated to change any of the 
seminars 

 
Postal history exhibits from Australian entrants were included in all Australian and 

international exhibitions during 2018/2019. The Sydney 2019 National Exhibition attracted 27 
postal history exhibits including 13 in class 2C which is pleasing. 

 
A notable publication launched during Stockholmia 2019 is a five volume series on Danish Postal 
History 1875 to 1907 by Henrik Mouritsen. It covers the initial UPU period for Denmark. All 
aspects of UPU regulations are covered in detail and this work is very useful in understanding the 
UPU as it relates to the postal history of the Australian Colonies from 1891 when they applied to 
them as well. It is a thoroughly researched series and recommended as a reference work for postal 
historians. 
 

 
Malcolm Groom 
 
Australian Delegate and Bureau Member FIP Postal History Commission 
 
25 July 2019. 



21. Australian Philatelic Federation 
2019 Annual Report of 
Australian Delegate to 

FIP Aerophilately Commission. 
 
This is my first full year report. Aerophilately has maintained its presence at National level 
and is regularly represented at FIAP and FIP exhibitions 
 
 
Bangkok 2018 FIP   3/16 
Dunedin 2018 NZ   3/45  
Chile Exfil 2018   1/7 
Praga 2018    1/7 
 
At Sydney 2019 Australian National the class was represented by 8 entries. The jury team 
was led by Glen Stafford: 
Bernard Beston – British Guiana-the airmail story – 90 Large Glod 
Darryl Fuller – Part paid by air -    80 Large Vermeil 
Gordon Gibbons – Chile international airmails 1928-1941 – 67 Silver 
Brian Peace – Cachets applied to interrupted NZ airmail – 80 Large Vermeil 
John Sadler – From Fabric and Wire to DC3 -  90 Large Gold 
Ed Wolf – Developing Europe – Australia Airmail routes 1907-1934 – 90 Large Gold 
Andrew Small – Trans Tasman first flight covers 1928-1950 – 75 Vermeil 
Ed Wolf – Airmail across the South Atlantic 1927-1940 – 88 Gold 
 
Adelaide will host Aeropex 2019 this coming December to commemorate the first England-
Australia flight by Ross and Keith Smith as part of the 1919 air race. Besides entries from 
Australia there will be support from China, India, Indonesia and New Zealand. 
 
It is pleasing that the position of editor of the Australian Aerophilatelist the journal of the 
Australian Airmail Society which had been held by Ross Wood has been taken on by Darryl 
Fuller. Articles on Australian aerophilately have also appeared in a range of other journals 
 
The Aero Philately Commission website is www.FIPaero.org 
 
David Collyer 
Australian Delegate  
To FIP Aerophilately Commission 
 
 
 



22. Astrophilately Delegate’s Report 
 

Bureau Activities 

The draft of the new Astrophilately Guidelines, that incorporate the current SREV, were 
reviewed.  After inputs from the delegates from Austria, Belgium, Switzerland and Russia 
an amended set of Guidelines.  The Guidelines have been resubmitted to the FIP Board 
for ratification. 

 

Website 

Our website (www.astrophilately.club) is regularly updated.  The Seminars from Lanzhou 
and Wuhan are now available.  30% of our visitor come from China and 22% from the USA 
whilst the sites had visits from some 71 countries.  The newest visitor was from Vietnam. 

 

Exhibitions 

The China 2019 World Stamp Exhibition had 8 Astro exhibits, that included one of the 
best Astrophilatelic exhibit to be shown to date, that received a Large Gold medal.  The 
Bunbury 2019 Stamp, Coin, Banknote and Postcard Show was a National One-Frame 
exhibition with some 60 exhibits including 3 entries in the Astrophilately Class which 
received medal ranging from Large Vermeil to Large Silver.   Other Astro related exhibits 
were from the following classes 1 Open and 2 Coins.  The Singpex 2019 36th Asian 
International Stamp Exhibition included 1 entry in the Astrophilately Class. 

 

Judging 

I judged Astrophilately during the China 2019 World Stamp Exhibition.  As jury 
president, at the Bunbury 2019 show I also judged the Astro One-Frame Challenge, whilst 
during the judging at Singpex 2019 I was asked to help the Aero/Astro team with expert 
advice regarding their Chinese Astro exhibit.  

 

Mentoring 

During the period I have been mentoring exhibitors from: Victoria, China, India and the 
USA. 

 

 

Charles Bromser 

APF Delegate to the FIP Astrophilately Commission 



23. POSTAL STATIONERY COMMISSION DELEGATE’S REPORT 2019 
 
The Postal Stationery Commission Chairman, Lars Englebrecht, tendered his resignation as Chairman of the Postal Stationery 
Commission to the FIP Board at Thailand 2018. As Chairman, Lars has been responsible for many new initiatives by the 
Commission including the revision of the Postal Stationery Guidelines, the current series of newsletters, the creation of the Facebook 
page and the development of Postal Stationery Seminars and Workshops culminating in the very successful Postal Stationery 
Workshop at Thailand 2018.  He was also a key player in the FIP Commissions project to bring greater consistency in the regulations 
and guidelines of the different classes and in the development of the FIP Jury Academy. 
 
I am now the Acting Chairman of the Commission and hope to continue the work of the Postal Stationery Commission with the 
help of the Commission Bureau members and delegates. Other members of the Bureau are Chairman: Mike Smith, UK, Chen Yu-
An, Chinese Taipei, Ross Towle, USA, Juan Reinoso, Costa Rica and Igor Pirc, Slovenia 
 
FIP POSTAL STATIONERY COMMISSION MEETING 3-5 PM 30 NOVEMBER 2018 THAILAND 2018 
Present: 70 delegates and visitors. 
Status Report: Lars Engelbrecht reported on the status of the work of Bureau: 

• Postal Stationery exhibits & exhibitions 
• Commission Newsletter 
• Commission Projects 2016-2020 
• FIP Jury Academy 
• Update of Guidelines – review and possible minor update iin 2020 

Lars commented on the current status of postal stationery exhibiting: 
• 78 PS exhibits in international exhibitions in 2017 
• 23 PS exhibits here in Bangkok 
• PS exhibits are 5.5% of all exhibits on FIP level - PH (25%), TR (21%) and THEM 10%) 
• Introduction pages are improving 
• Really good new exhibits! 

Launch of Commission Facebook Page:  The Commission’s Facebook Page was launched. 
Seminar: A seminar on “How to develop your postal stationery exhibit” was presented by Lars Engelbrecht and Ian McMahon 
 

   
 

Lars Engelbrecht presenting the Postal Stationery Seminar                Attendees at the Postal Stationery Seminar 
 
POSTAL STATIONERY EXHIBITING SEMINAR AT THAILAND 2018 
Lars Engelbrecht and Ian McMahon presented the seminar How To Develop Your Postal Stationery Exhibit at Thailand 2018. The 
seminar was attended by about 70 people and received many favourable comments.  If you would like to receive a copy of the 
presentation please email me. The presentation included discussion of: 

• the idea and purpose of the exhibit 
• the material available 
• the story in the exhibit 
• practical advice  

Much of the discussion was based on the exhibit strategies of the two presenters. 
 
FIP Postal Stationery Commission Newsletter January 2019 
The Newsletter which I edited was circulated in January 2019.  Contents included: 

 FIP Jury Academy 
 Commission Meeting at Thailand 2018 
 PS Commission Facebook Page 
 Commission Seminar at Thailand 2018 
 Postal Stationery Workshop at Stockholmia 2019 
 News from the Delegates 
 Focus Areas 2016-2020  

 Christmas Island Aerorgammes 1971-1975  
 Results from Recent Exhibitions 
 Future International Exhibitions 
 Literature 
 The Bureau 
 The Commission Delegates 
 FIP Jurors and Team Leaders 

The next newsletter will be sent out in late August. 
 



FIP Postal Stationery Commission Facebook Page 
The FIP Postal Stationery Commission Launched its Facebook Page  
• IT CURRENTLY HAS 80 MEMBERS 
• IT WILL BE UPDATED WITH NEWS ON EXHIBITING AND JUDGING POSTAL 

STATIONERY 
• YOU ARE ALL INVITED TO JOIN THE PAGE – SEARCH ON FACEBOOK FOR:  
”FIP POSTAL STATIONERY”   
• PLEASE USE THE PAGE TO SHARE PHOTOS, COMMENTS AND ASK 

QUESTIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Joint Meeting between the FIP Board and Commissions 
A joint meeting between the FIP Board and Commissions was held at Thailand 
2018. 
 

FIP Video Project 
The FIP Board at the Joint Meeting between the FIP Board and Commissions asked for proposals for the development of short 
videos to promote philately and exhibiting. The Postal History and Postal Stationery Commissions have submitted a joint proposal 
for the development of such videos. 
 
FOCUS AREAS FOR THE FIP POSTAL STATIONERY COMMISSION TO 2020 

Project Responsible 
Project 1: Newsletters  

We will continue to issue our commission newsletter with 
information on exhibition results, articles on exhibiting etc. The 
Newsletter will be issued twice a year  

Lars Engelbrecht, Editor of newsletter 
 
Ian McMahon, Co-editor of newsletter 

Project 2: Videos on YouTube 
We will make one or more videos of seminars or other 
information about postal stationery exhibiting and publish it in 
YouTube 

Ian McMahon , Project responsible  
 
Yu-An Chen 

Project 3: Commission Facebook page 
We will make a Facebook page for the commission and open 
up for dialogue between exhibitors, jurors and the commission 

Lars Engelbrecht , Project responsible  
 
Ian McMahon & Juan Reinoso 

Project 4: Commission Website Update 
The commission website needs an update with a new lay-out. 
  
The content will be converted to the new website, while the 
overview and navigation will become easier.

Ross Towle , Project responsible  
 
Michael Smith 

Project 5: Seminars & New Presentations 
We will develop a new version of the general presentation on 
judging postal stationery.  
We will also develop new supplementary presentations about 
special areas within exhibiting and judging postal stationery

Lars Engelbrecht, Project responsible  
 
Igor Pirc 

 
Commission Website 
The Postal Stationery Commission has a well-developed website at http://www.postalstationery.org/ which provides details of the 
membership of the Commission, reports on Commission meetings, information on exhibiting stationery, stationery exhibits as well 
as reports, presentations and links. It also includes a listing of FIP postal stationery judges, exhibit database, a section on "what is 
postal stationery", section on the various societies devoted to postal stationery, a working list of journals and books devoted to postal 
stationery, back issues of the Commission newsletter, presentations and articles on stationery. The FIP Postal Stationery Guidelines 
can be found at http://www.postalstationery.org/html/guidelines.html . 
 
FIP Postal Stationery Seminar at China 2019, Wuhan China 16 June 2019. 
I presented the Postal Stationery (FIP Qualifying Seminar) “Exhibiting and Judging Postal Stationery” at China 2019 which was 
held on 16 June 2019 and attended by 61 people. All Postal Stationery Commission delegates, exhibitors, Jurors and potential Jurors 
attending the Exhibition were invited to attend. If you would like to receive a copy of the presentation please email me. The seminar 
covered: 

• Planning to Exhibit 
• Postal Stationery Exhibits 

– The Exhibit Purpose and Scope 
– Description of Material 



• Judging Postal Stationery Exhibits  
– The Judging Criteria 
– Providing Feedback 

 

   
 

Postal Stationery Seminar China 2019. Ian McMahon Postal Stationery Seminar China 2019
   

Stockholmia 2019 
Stockholmia 2019 had an extensive program of seminars and society meetings including a series of ‘master classes’ and seminars 
on Current Trends in each of the exhibiting classes.  I attended an excellent postal stationery ‘master class’ presented by Sandeep 
Jaiswal who spoke on his approach to the development of his Large Gold exhibit, British India - Queen Victoria Postal Stationery, 
which was on display at the Exhibition.  In addition, I was one of the speakers in the Current Trends in Postal Stationery seminar 
with fellow PSSA members Mike Smith and Steve Schumann. There were also seminars by Behruz Nassre-Esfahani, Persia, Qajar 
Postal Stationery 1876-1925, and Andrew Cheung. Imperial Russian Postal Stationery Used in China.  
 

   
Mike Smith, Ian McMahon and Steve Schumann, 
panel members at the Current Trends in Postal 

Stationery seminar at Stockholmia 2019. 

Sandeep Jaiswal at his Exhibit with Seminar 
Participant 

 

Stamp News articles on Postal Stationery 
I have been writing a series of articles on postal stationery in the Australian stamp magazine, Australasia Stamp News, and have 
covered a variety of topics including Specimen postal stationery, USA postcard booklets, Honduras aerogrammes, Belgium Publibel 
postcards, Christmas Island aerogrammes, Parcel Cards, Canada Ontario Hydro postcards, New Zealand Datestamp postcards, NSW 
postal stationery, postal notes, international reply coupons, new Australia Post issues, auction results, postal stationery literature, 
exhibiting and reports of meetings. 
 

Australian FIP qualified postal stationery judges  
Australia’s current qualified FIP postal stationery judges are, Raymond Todd, Bernie Beston, Ian McMahon, Dingle Smith, and 
Darryl Fuller.  Ian McMahon and Darryl Fuller have completed the FIP Jury Academy while Bernie Beston has played an active 
role in developing and presenting the Academy. 
 

Postal Stationery Exhibits from Australians at Australian Exhibitions 
Sydney Stamp & Coin Expo 2019 
Sydney Stamp & Coin Expo 2019 was held from 13th June to 16th June 2019 at the Hurstville Aquatic Leisure Centre, Sydney.  
The postal stationery class included eight exhibits with an additional exhibit in the Youth Class. The PSSA prize was won by 
Malcolm Groom for his exhibit Tasmanian Embossed Stationery 1883-1912. The results were: 
Gary Brown Postal Stationery of Natal  90  LG 
Nancy Gray The King George V Envelopes of Australia  91  LG 
Lionel Savins The Department of Education Postcards of New Zealand  82  LV 
John Vassallo Malta Postal Stationery  81  LV 
Bernard Beston A.W. Sandford & Co. Limited - Printed to Private Order Envelopes 1924-1957  73  LS 



Malcolm Groom  Tasmanian Embossed Stationery 1883-1912 92  LG 
Ray Todd  Bolivia - The Postal Stationery  89  G 
Clyde Ziegeler Bohemia and Moravia  72  LS 
Alexandra Parry Australian Animals First Issue Pre-stamped Envelopes  73  LS 
The PSSA held a meeting at the Exhibition.  A brief report is contained in the Secretary’s Report.  
Bunbury 2019 
Bunbury 2019 was a National One-Frame competition held in Bunbury on 20-21 July 2019.  There were five postal stationery 
exhibits: 
Mark Diserio  Australia - QEII Pre-decimal Post Cards  87 G 
Bruce Haynes  NSW Issued in WA? B Size Express Post 1998-1999  30 CP 
Alex Nuijten  Fur Collar Letter Cards of the Netherlands 1906-1918  80 LV 
Keith Michaelson  US Postal Cards of the 19th Century  50 CM 
Glen Stafford  Privilege Envelopes Used by Australian Forces During WWII  77 V 
2020 National Postal Stationery Competitions 
The next national postal stationery competition will take place at Canberra Stampshow 2020 which will be held at the Hellenic Club 
Woden, Canberra on 13-15 March 2020. Entries close 29 November 2019 and entry forms are available at 
http://canberrastamps.org/canberra-2020/. Postal Stationery exhibits can also be entered into Hobart 2020 (National One-Frame). 
 

Australian Participation in Overseas Exhibitions 
 

Praga2018 
While there was no postal stationery class at Praga 2018, the Postal Stationery Collector received a Vermeil in the Literature class. 
MACAO 2018 
Macao 2018, the 35th Asian International Stamp Exhibition, was held from 21 to 24 September 2018 in Macau.  A Gold medal was 
awarded to Bernard Beston, for his exhibit Ecuador – The Postal Stationery 1884-1938.  Other Australian exhibitors were Tony 
Griffin who received a Large Vermeil for Postal and Lettercard Development in the Austro-Hungarian Empire and Ian McMahon 
who received a Vermeil for Post Bands and Wrappers of Canada. The Postal Stationery volume of the Australian Commonwealth 
Specialists’ Catalogue received a Gold medal in the Literature Class while the Postal Stationery Society of Australia’s Journal, the 
Postal Stationery Collector received a Vermeil, a high award at an international exhibition for a Society journal.   
Armistice Stamp Show 2018, Dunedin New Zealand 
The Armistice Stamp Show 2018 was a New Zealand National Exhibition held at Dunedin on 9-11 November 2018. There was one 
Australian postal stationery exhibit, Netherlands Issue Fur Collar Postcards 1899-1927 by Alex Nuijten which received a Vermeil.  
Thailand 2018  
Australian resident, Mohammed Islam, won a Large Vermeil medal for Postal Stationery of Bangladesh 1971-2000. 
Sharjah Stamp Exhibition 2018 13 – 17 Nov 2018 
There were three Australian postal stationery entries in this UAE National exhibition:  
Gary Brown Postal Stationery of Natal 88 LV 

Frank Pauer Australian Aerogrammes to 1980 - the Note Printing Branch Era 86 LV 

Lionel Savins The Department of Education Postcards of New Zealand 1927 -1971 84 V 
Exfil 2018 FIAF Exhibition, Santiago, Chile 
Exfil 2018 was a FIAF Exhibition held in Santiago, Chile from 9-12 October 2018.  Australia was invited to participate in the 
exhibition and there was one Australian postal stationery exhibit: 
Ian McMahon Queensland  83 V
China 2019 
China 2019 was a world philatelic exhibition held in Wuhan, China from 16-20 June 2019. There were 30 postal stationery exhibits 
in the Postal Stationery Class plus five one-frame exhibits and three postal stationery exhibits in the Youth Class. The results from 
Australian exhibitors were:  
Frank Pauer Australian Airletters & Aerogrammes 1944-1968 83 V 
Nancy Gray Australian Commonwealth Kangaroo Stationery 91 G 
    

   
 

Postal Stationery Jury China 2019. Postal Stationery Seminar China 2019
 

Singpex 2019 



Singpex 2019 was an Asian International Exhibition held in Singapore from 31 July to 4 August 2019.  The Postal Stationery Class 
comprised thirteen exhibits.  In addition, there was a one-frame exhibit and eight youth exhibits.   
Results of exhibits from Australian exhibitors are: 
Linda Welden Australian Aerogrammes 78 Large Silver 
Glen Stafford Nicaragua Seebecks 90 Gold 
 

The Postal Stationery Collector received a Vermeil medal in the Literature Class. 
 

                                                  
 

Glen Stafford receiving his Gold 
medal 

              Singpex 2019 Postal Stationery Jury  

 

Postal Stationery Society of Australia 
The Postal Stationery Society of Australia (PSSA) continues to promote postal stationery collecting and exhibiting in Australia 
through its publication of the Postal Stationery Collector, regular meetings at Australian exhibitions.  The Society’s website can be 
found at http://www.postalstationeryaustralia.com/. The website is currently being redeveloped. Electronic copies of back issues of 
the Journal on the members only area of the website.   
 

The Society met at the Hurstville Aquatic Leisure Centre on Sunday 16 March from 12 noon to 12.45pm. In the absence of Ian 
McMahon overseas, Frank Pauer chaired the meeting. We thank Frank for doing a splendid job.  
Dingle Smith spoke about the NSW postal stationery catalogue. Two sections, Wrappers and Registered Envelopes have been 
completed and will shortly be placed on the Society website. It is expected that the section on Lettercards will follow next. 
Michael Drury presented a display on the OS/NSW perfin forgeries on postal stationery cards. The cards are all from the period of 
King George V (1911-1937). They fall into two groups; in excess of 100 genuine cards from different State and Commonwealth 
Government departments, plus about 50 forged items. The forged material comes from the estate of a skilled forger, which Michael 
was able to purchase at auction in order to prevent it appearing on the market. 
 

PSSA is planning to meet at Aeropex 2019 on the morning of Saturday 7 December. Further information will be sent out in meeting 
reminders closer to the event. PSSA is planning to meet during the exhibition Canberra Stampshow 2020 13-15 March 2020. 
 

Issue No 100 of the Postal Stationery Collector 
The November 2019 issue of the PSC will be Issue No 100.  Ideas and special contributions to mark this occasion are welcome.  
The closing date for contributions will be 30 September 2019. 
 

The Postal Stationery of New South Wales 
Dingle Smith, Peter Kowald and Michael Blinman have been working on a handbook, The Postal Stationery of New South Wales. 
It gives me great pleasure to announce that the first two chapters of The Postal Stationery of New South Wales, covering wrappers 
and registered envelopes, have now been completed and will be placed on the PSSA website http://postalstationeryaustralia.com/. 
The Postal Stationery of New South Wales has been the result of many months of work by the authors and incorporates the research 
undertaken by John Bell, much of which was published in Sydney Views and is dedicated to John as a tribute to his research in this 
field over many years.  The authors are to be congratulated on the work done to date and we look forward to future Chapters on the 
other classes of New South Wales Postal Stationery.   



24. FIP THEMATIC COMMISSION DELEGATE REPORT; August 2019 

The exhibitors’ database shows that we only have a handful of active thematic exhibitors 
left.  I sent a questionnaire to all past thematic exhibitors to try to determine the reason 
and received answers from most of them. 

Reviewing the responses and talking to several senior exhibitors there is a perception that 
thematics is too complicated, especially for novice exhibitors.   This is partially addressed 
by the new guidelines, that like other classes are waiting for ratification.    

I have written a one-page document summarising the main rules in thematic exhibiting.  
This has been approved by the commission and has been well received by exhibitors.  I will 
turn this into a presentation and am happy to present this at either or both Canberra and 
Newcastle. 

FIP COMMISSION 

Two matters have been raised with the FIP commission for potential discussion at the 
meeting in Jakarta. 

The Thematic guidelines link rarity and condition.  This is not understood or appreciated by 
the exhibitors and the suggestion is to break this link. 

Many thematic exhibits lose marks because they are closer to topical exhibiting.  There is a 
clear need for a seminar on the differences between these two classes of exhibiting.  There 
is also a potential for the Thematic Commission to create a topical sub-class so that these 
exhibitors can be accommodated. 

 

EXHIBITIONS 

The FIP qualifying seminar in Wuhan was attended by Charles and Stephanie Bromser. 

There were no Australian thematic entries in international exhibitions since my last report. 

Sydney 2019 

Gaye & Graeme Chequer received 90 points, Large Gold for About Orchids - A Chat 

Charles Bromser received 89 points, Gold for The Copernican Revolution - A History of 
Cosmology 

Jenny Bennet received 85 points, Gold for Lord of the Arctic 

Joan Orr received 84 points, Large Vermeil for Our Sight 

Ross Newton received 72, Large Silver for Chess 

It was pleasing to see that there were also 13 thematic entries from India.  Hopefully this 
will continue. 

 

 

Stephanie Bromser 

August 2019 



25. REVENUE COMMISSION DELEGATE REPORT 
2019 

 
Internationally it has been a big year for the Revenue class with the Revenue Guidelines having been 
completely rewritten. The Guidelines for all classes have been rewritten using the Postal Stationery 
guidelines as a model. This was an interesting exercise and the Revenue Commission took the 
opportunity to completely revise the Guidelines to make a much wider variety of exhibits possible in 
the Revenue class. The new Guidelines now encourage three different approaches to Revenue 
exhibits. Firstly, the traditional approach where revenue stamps are studied and displayed in the 
same manner as Traditional Philately. The second approach is more in the vane of Postal History with 
an exhibit studying rates and markings, and with good treatment could be across countries and 
regions. The third approach is subject‐based where revenues are used to tell a story not unlike 
Thematics. However, we don’t use the word thematics because it comes with some connotations 
that are not the same in the two areas. A good example of the latter approach is Jenny Banfield’s 
“From Cradle to Grave”. It is hoped that collectors will take to these three approaches and produce 
some interesting exhibits. Our aim is to widen the appeal of Revenue collecting. 
 
The Guidelines were approved by the country members of the Revenue Commission at a meeting in 
Bangkok in December 2018. The Guidelines were then sent to the FIP Board for approval BUT at the 
time of writing had not been approved. I have heard, second hand, that there may be issues with the 
approval at the Board level but hopefully it is just a hiccup and they will be approved soon. I can then 
start giving seminars on the changes for both exhibitors and judges. 
 
I attended the "World of Revenues", held in Essen, Germany, in May 2019 along with Bernie Beston. I 
took 43 frames of material from Australia which was part of 350 frames of Revenues overall. It was 
much larger than the 200 frames originally estimated and was without doubt the largest showing of 
Revenues in living memory. Even though non‐competitive it was a lot of fun. The venue was free 
which made the cost of entering low and this was a great help. I am hoping that more such events 
will be held in the future and would recommend holding one in Australia (if we can get a venue at the 
right price). Being attached to the Essen trade show also helped. 
 
The number of Australian exhibits of Revenues was not too bad in the last year with 21 in total in the 
last 12 months (to my count). There were four at the Bunbury one‐frame national with results from 
LS to LV. At National multi‐frame shows there were 9 exhibits in Sydney including three G, three G, 
one LV and two V. This is a strong result ad the most I have seen in some time. There were also three 
at the New Zealand national in 2018 with two LG and a LV. Internationally there was a LV in Praga 
2018, a G in China ad three exhibits in Thailand from a LS to a LV. I just hope that we can improve on 
this trend in the next 12 months and I did notice a couple of exhibitors I hadn’t seen before. I won’t 
say they are new as one is achieving LG at National level. 
 
Cinderellas 
 
The other major issue for the Revenue Commission is that the FIP has tasked it with producing 
guidelines for the exhibiting of Cinderellas at the international level. No work has been done on this 
yet but I hope to take this on together with Ron Lesher (USA) as both Australia (and NZ) and the USA 
have some tradition with the class at national level. I will of course do this in conjunction with Tony 
Presgrave. 
 
Darryl Fuller 
August 2019 



26. FIP COMMISSION FOR YOUTH PHILATELY 

The Commission has been reviewing the SREVs and the Guidelines. I have provided some input to assist with 
the updating of the Guidelines for the Youth Open Class. At the Commission meeting in Bangkok in 2018, 
the President proposed to change the term Age “Class” to Age “Group” under Articles 2 and 5 of the SREVs. 
This change would avoid confusion as the term “Class” was more often used to describe Exhibition Classes. 
It was accepted. It was also agreed that the “Best Youth Award” should be granted in all exhibitions to 
encourage young exhibitors. A further proposal to encourage youth exhibitors was to give written critiques 
and points breakdowns to the Commissioners. The support from the Chairman and the Secretary in confirming 
the current scoresheets for the Youth Class was greatly appreciated. 

Linda Lee 
APF Delegate to the FIP Youth Commission 

30 July 2019 

 



27. LITERATURE COMMISSION 
 
  

The Commission is continuing  to revise Electronic Literature. 
 
The new advancements in digital technology have been expanding continuously the frontiers of publishing: 
This is forever expanding  that will take a number of new directions. Thus the Commission needs to ensure that ALL 
members are moving in the same direction. The new Commission Bureau must take the lead quickly with Digital 
Literature. 
  

I took part in judging electronic literature at the RPSL’s 150 celebration Exhibition in Stockholm.  While we had a limited 
number of exhibits they were varied.  
 

Work is almost complete on Electronic Literature with a view to updating the SREV’s : 
Two Divisions: 
Printed 
Electronic 
  

Additional wording to Article 3. Classification of Philatelic Exhibits. 
Exhibits may be available in printed and/or electronic form (stored in CD, DVD, USB memories, or on 
websites).  

Electronic only works 

a)  E‐Books  

b)   On‐line Catalogues 

c) ‐ Internet Websites devoted mainly or exclusively to philately, by individuals or philatelic or commercial 
organizations and societies. 

d)   Application software for PCs, Tablets and Smartphones, for supporting collectors (e.g. for managing 
collections and exhibits,  creating check‐‐or want‐lists, preparing collections or exhibit pages). 

e)  Entertainment Software related to philately (Puzzles, Games, Trivial, etc.) for PCs, Tablets and 
Smartphones. 
  

Additional wording to Article 4: Criteria for Evaluating Exhibits 

Under Technical Matters:‐ 

For Electronic platforms:  

User face 

Search Navigation features 

Speed and accessibility 

Portability and links 

And importantly “frequency of updating” 

  

Gary Brown 

Chairman  3 August 2019 
  
 



28. FIP MAXIMAPHILY COMMISSION DELEGATE’S REPORT – 2019 APF AGM 

Committee 

The current FIP Maximaphily Commission members were appointed in Seoul, South Korea at the 
2016 FIP Congress. Incumbents are as follows – 

Chair – Jenny Banfield, New Zealand 
Secretary – Ye Choh San, Malaysia 
FIAP Representative – Ajay Mittal, India 
FEPA Representative – Pascal Bandry, France (Newsletter Editor) 
FIAF Representative – Vacant 
Appointed Members – David Figg, Australia & Juan Antonio Casas Pajares, Spain 

FIP Co-ordinator – Ygal Nathaniel, Israel 

Website 
 
The Commission website can be found at http://www.maximaphily.info/  

Promoting Maximaphily 
 
Although the annual “Best Maxicard Competition” continues, support has diminished in the number of 
countries entering. The Best Maxi Card (produced in 2018) Competition attracted only 30 entries with 
the results being Turkey (first), Spain (second) and Finland (third).  Delegates from only 23 countries 
voted so not even all countries entering voted! 
 
The main goal of this Competition is “to encourage the creators of Maximum Cards to aim for the 
creation of exceptional new realizations (always conforming with the rules) and reward the important 
Maximaphily knowledge and marcophily research work done”. 
 
Personal note - The conditions of entry imply that maximum cards created by postal administrations 
are not eligible. Not everyone creates their own private maximum cards which is probably why the 
number of entries is down (and there was no entry from Australia). 
 
Newsletter #3 was published during the year (February 2019). I will get it placed on the APF website. 
 
Thailand 2018 – 28 Nov to 3 Dec 
 
A Commission Meeting was held at Thailand 2018 which included a presentation and discussion. 
About 15 people attended. 
 
Amendments to the Maximaphily Guidelines were also discussed and passed.. The objective was to 
simplify the wording so that it is more easily understood, especially for non-English speaking 
exhibitors and judges and to align more with other exhibiting classes. 

The Maximaphily Class was offered at Thailand 2018 (5 exhibits), China 2019 (7 exhibits) & Sydney 
2019 (no exhibits) but there were no Australian entries amongst these. 

David Figg 
FIP Maximaphily Commission Delegate 
11 August 2019  



29. FIP Fight Against Forgeries Delegate’s Report 2018-2019 
 
The Fight Against Forgeries Commission website (www.fipfakesforgeries.org) has been 
updated with the reports of the Expert Teams reports from various exhibitions, as well as 
having copies of the seminars presented by Commission members. 
 
At the Bangkok Exhibition late in 2018, on the occasion of the FIP Congress, a meeting of the 
Commission was held and I presented a paper analyzing the results of the deliberations of the 
Expert Teams at FIAP and FIP Exhibitions over the preceding decade, highlighting the trends 
of the types of material identified and removed from frames and the actions taken regarding 
this material. It is apparent from this analysis that the most common occurrence is the lack of 
“ties’ of stamps on covers, which results in the need for a certificate for future exhibiting. It is 
also noted that it is relatively rare for an Expert Team to outright ban a philatelic item for 
future exhibition, but rather relying on the opinion of a qualified Expert Committee to issue a 
Certificate. 
 
Volume 20 of Fakes Forgeries Experts was launched at Stockholmia 2019. 
 
In last year’s report I referred to appearance in Sydney of a large quantity of Australian States 
and Commonwealth postal stationery with faked ‘OS’, ‘OS/NSW’ and ‘T’ punctures, the 
work of the late David Gee. These appeared at a Sydney auction, and the whole of the 
material was purchased by two collectors who have, or will, permanently mark all this 
material as forged. 
 
In recent months, following the significant upsurge in interest and prices for South Australian 
Departmental stamps, a number of new forgeries of these issues are beginning to appear on 
the market. 
 
Geoff Kellow 
APF Delegate for the FIP Fight Against Forgeries Commission. 
12 August  2019 
 
 
 



APF CLASS CO-ORINATOR REPORTS 



30. Australian Philatelic Federation 
2019 Annual Report of 

Convenor for Polar Philately. 
 
The position of Convenor was established for Australian national classes, including; 
Polar Philately; First Day Cover Class; Cinderella’s, Frugal Philately,. 
 
Polar philately is a class that can attract exhibitors who are just starting or who are widely 
experienced  
 
Polar Philately was first offered at Newcastle 97 and has been a national class since the turn 
of the century. The class is also available at national level in France. The fifth International 
Exhibition of Polar Philately was be held in Bielefeld Germany.  
 
Club Base: 
 The Australian Society for Polar Philately held is Annual meeting in March 2018 D 

Collyer was re-elected as president 
 The club published its journal, Penguin View, three times a year 
 For the Fifth consecutive year the Club intends to run an online auction in October 2017. 
 The Club currently operated a Facebook page and has an internet web site. 
 
External Support: 
 Australian Society for Polar Philately co-operates with like clubs in UK, France, Germany 

and US 
 The Philas Library has a run of Antarctic Journals from the New Zealand Antarctic 

Division and ANARE (Australian National Antarctic Research expeditions) and Polar 
Times from USA. 

 The Philas Library has also acquired a newspaper clipping archive of Antarctic material 
from the 1980’s and early 1990’s 

 
Exhibitions: 
Sydney 2019 13-16 June hosted the Polar Philately class. The results were: 

 Kevin Dwyer- The story of the AAT Life of Wilkes Base 1959-1969 – 84 Large Vermeil 
 Graham Englefield – Mawson in the Antarctic – 73 Large Silver 
 Teresa Harry – Officers in Charge of Scott Base, Ross Dependency – 66 Silver 
 Susan Lally – Belgian footprints in Antarctica – 90 Large Gold 
 Ross Marshall – USA-USSR Scientific Exchange Programs in Antarctica – 90 Large 

Gold 
 Dianne Saunders – Legendary Ships of Antarctica- 83 Large Vermeil Verme 

 
This exhibition has maintained the support for the class in recent years 
 
Future: 
The cusp of July August 2020 will see Hobart host “Antarctic Stamp, postcard and Collectible 
exhibition”  a non-competitive exhibition as part of the “Australian Antarctic Festival” This 
exhibition has Tony Shields has its President supported by a number of members of the APF 
Executive.. The Polar society is encouraging its members to support the exhibition. 
 
Newcastle 2020 will host the Polar Philately class in the coming year. The 5th International 
Polar Exhibition will be held in Bielefeld, Germany late in 2020 
 
 David Collyer 
Convenor 
Polar Philately 



31. FRUGAL PHILATELY APF COORDINATOR’S REPORT 
 
Frugal Philately is an experimental national exhibition class which includes a criterion 
which limits the financial value of the exhibit and imposes penalties if the limits are 
exceeded.  It is designed to encourage the exhibiting of low value exhibits and encourage 
exhibitors who have limited financial resources.  The class rules include penalties if the 
exhibit exceeds a value of $1,000 (for 5 frames or an average of $200 per frame for 3-4 
frames). Exhibits are first judged by the philatelic jury and the value is then assessed by a 
separate panel (usually comprised of stamp dealers). Exhibits can be in any national class 
except for Youth and Literature. 
 
The Frugal Philately Class continues to attract few entries.  The class was last offered at 
Sydney Stamp Expo 2019 but received no entries.   Newcastle 2018 was the last 
exhibition which had a Frugal entry, Stamps with Goodies Vivek Shukla LS 67. 
 
The next national exhibition to offer the Class will be Canberra Stampshow 2020. 
 
 
Ian McMahon 
August 2019 
 
 



32. Annual Report – Open Class co‐ordinator 

The Open class has not been well represented in exhibiting on an international or national context over 

the last year, as can be seen from the summary below.  

China 2019 (FIP)    No entries 

Thailand 2018 (FIP    No entries 

Praga 2018 (FIP)    No entries 

Singpex 2019 (FIAP)     No entries 

Macau 2018 (FIAP)    No entries 

Bunbury 2019 (National)  3 entries   

Sydney 2019 (National)    8 entries, including 1 transferred from PH2c 

Armistice 2018 (National)  2 entries 

EPAEX (Dubai) 2019 (Accord)  No entries 

Sharjah 2018 (Accord)    No entries 

Chile 2018      No entries 

SAVPEX 2018 (Virtual)    1 entry  

 

Open class exhibits are still being put up for judging at National level, and a limited number of new 

entries were observed at Bunbury 2018 and Sydney 2019, where the class made up c4% of the total 

exhibits being judged at each exhibition.  

 

Efforts this year have built on activities identified in the co‐ordinator’s 2018 report, namely; 

 

Article on Open class exhibiting written and published in Stamp News (c/o Stephanie Bromser) 

 

Have yet to get full contact listing for Open Class exhibitors; am wondering if it might be permissible to 

put in an email address in APF News so that interested parties can contact me? This should enable a 

fuller audience for Open Class discussions to be reached.  

 

Investigating getting a “Message Boards” type forum set up online so that Australian (and Open Class 

exhibitors from other countries) can share knowledge and ideas about exhibiting. Raising this with 

Birtha King when meeting with her at Autumn Stampex in Sept 2019. 

 

Going forward I would like to run a workshop at our next full national (or Auckland or Melbourne if an 

opportunity to do so is available) to talk about Open Class collecting and exhibiting, with a view to 

providing an opportunity for exhibitors in this class to share views and get the latest info on whats 

happening in the class overseas, which my ongoing dialogue with Birtha King should support. 

 

From a development point of view, if I am selected to judge at Auckland 2020 or Melbourne 2021, I am 

keen to explore the opportunity to sit in with the teams judging Open Class to see what I can learn about 

how they perceive the class so I can pass this info on to exhibitors. Sometimes a few minor points of 

improvement can be worth a medal level. 

 

Bruce Chadderton 

13 August 2019 



33. Australian Philatelic Federation 
2019 Annual Report of 

Co-ordinator for First Day Covers 
 
The First Day Cover class was first introduced at the Tall Ships Show in Hobart in 1998 and 
has been an experimental national class since Canberra Stamp Show 2000. The class has also 
been adopted by New Zealand. 
 
The following results have been obtained at National Exhibitions: 
 
Savpex 2018 – National Virtual One Frame – Bloemfontein, South Africa 
One Frame 
Harold G Lower “Australian Birds series 1964-1965 First Day Covers” Large Vermeil [80]  
 
2018 Armistice Dunedin, New Zealand 
Tim Schofield “GB First Day Covers of the 3 Kings 1911-1951” Large Silver [72] 
 
2019 Sydney Stamp & Coin Show  
Ann Garrick “Australian Antarctic Territory Pre-Decimal Covers” Vermeil [77] 
Darryl Kibble “James Cook’s Final Voyage: Genesis, Events & Legacy” Large Gold [90] 
George Lang “Australia-Queen Elizabeth II Issues 1952-1965 on FDC” Silver [67] 
David Lloyd “First Day Covers – 1966 World Cup of Football” Silver-Bronze [63] 
Robert Phaup “Covers produced by AMC Guthrie (Perth WA)” Vermeil [75] 
 
I mentioned in last year’s report that there was movement for the First Day Cover Class to be 
made an Experimental FIP Class. I did a First Day Cover Exhibiting Seminar at Bandung 
2017 on the 6 August 2017 which was well attended and received. I will report further on this 
in next year’s report. 
 
 
FRANK PAUER 
CO-ORDINATOR 
FIRST DAY COVER CLASS 



34. CINDERELLA CLASS CONVENOR REPORT 2019. 
 
Nothing has changed. 
There is little to report. Whilst Cinderellas have been offered as a class at exhibitions the 
response has been disappointing.  
 
Those who have collections seem reluctant to enter, and treat their collections as Cinderella was 
treated, shut away from the world. When speaking to these collectors the usual excuse is that 
they do not have time to put an exhibit together. 
 
As there are a number of Cinderella collectors in and around Sydney I was hopeful that they may 
have found time to enter Sydney 2019, but no such luck, no entries were forthcoming. 
 
At the invitation of the APF Philatelic Development Officer Stephanie Bromser I have written an 
article on Cinderella collecting that will appear in a future edition of Stamp News.  
 
Anthony Presgrave. 



35. APF PICTURE POSTCARD CLASS CONVENORS REPORT – 2019 AGM 

The year under review has provided a good number of opportunities for Australian exhibitors to enter 
this class at the National and now also Internationally as an Experimental Class. 

Armistice 2018, Dunedin, NZ - Six Australians (7 entries). Results were – 
National One Frame (1-2 frames ) – 1 LV & 1 LS 
National Multi Frame (3-8 frames) – 1 G & Special Prize (2), 3 LV & 1 V 

 
Sharjah 2018 - One Australian (2 entries) Both received Vermeil. 

These were judged at International level although it was a National Show. 
 
SAVPEX 2018 - Three Australians (5 entries) exhibited at this virtual one frame National Exhibition in 
Bloemfontein, South Africa. Results were (points) – 86, 82, 81, 80 & 69 
 
CHINA 2019 (FIP) - Four Australians applied to enter CHINA 2019, the first FIP World Exhibition to 
provide Picture Postcards as an Experimental Class. However, only one was accepted, which 
achieved a Vermeil. There were 23 entries from around the world with highest medal being LV 

SYDNEY 2019 – The Fourth Australasian Picture Postcard Challenge was held in conjunction with 
the Sydney Stamp & Coin Expo 19. Five teams participated with SA again taking out the Perpetual 
Trophy. Points scores were SA 348, NZ 332, ACT 327, WA 316 & NSW 312. In addition there were 
three individual multi-frame entries. All results can be found on the APF website. 

SINGPEX19, Singapore (FIAP) – Two entries were accepted. Results were LV & LS. 

Future Exhibitions 

AEROPEX 2019, Adelaide – Three PPC entries have been accepted for this specialised exhibition 
celebrating the Epic Flight Centenary of Sir Ross & Sir Keith Smith made in 1919. 

SAVPEX 2019 – Entries have now closed and at least one Australian has entered in PPC Class. 

NZ 2020, Auckland (FIAP) – This exhibition is accepting both one-frame and five-frame entries in 
PPCs. Entries close 31/10/2019. 

London 2020 (FIP) – Entries have now closed. Several PPC entries have been submitted. 

International Scene 

David Figg & Bernie Beston gave impromptu seminars on PPCs & Title Pages respectively at 
UAEPEX 19, Dubai last March when the scheduled presenter did not arrive. There was great interest 
judging by the number of questions asked. We were requested to provide notes afterwards which 
were then translated and provided to the attendees. 

Unfortunately, the seminar prepared for Macau last September did not eventuate. 

Melbourne 2021 (FIAP) will also provide for PPC Experimental Class accepting both one-frame and 
five-frame entries. 

There will be plenty of opportunities coming up on the International scene as well as Nationally (e.g. 
Canberra, Hobart & Newcastle in 2020) to exhibit in the class. 

It is very pleasing and personally gratifying to see that Picture Postcards are making a presence on 
the International scene. It will be interesting to see how FIP intends to handle this from a Commission 
perspective. 

David Figg 
Class Convenor 
11 August 2019 
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Canberra Stampshow 2020 
 
Canberra Stampshow 2020 will be the 21st in a series of exhibitions organised every two 
years by the Philatelic Society of Canberra since 1980. The Exhibition will be a half-national 
exhibition with National-level classes as well as state level classes.  The Exhibition will be 
held at the Hellenic Club Woden, Canberra on 13-15 March 2020. 
 
The main theme of the exhibition will be a celebration of Pacific Exploration including the 
250th anniversary of Captain James Cook voyage to the Pacific including his visit to New 
Zealand and the Eastern Coast of Australia. 
 
The Exhibition will have National classes of Postal History, Aerophilately, Astrophilately, 
Postal Stationery, Revenues, Literature, Frugal, Youth and Picture Post Cards plus the Pacific 
Challenge for which the Philatelic Society of Canberra will provide a special prize for the 
best South Pacific-related exhibit in any of the classes offered by the Exhibition. Entries close 
29 November 2019. Further information including prospectus and entry form can be found at 
www.canberrastamps.org.  The Coordinator of the Exhibition Committee is Marilyn Gendek 
and the Secretary Elspeth Bodley (elspeth@grapevine.net.au ).  
 
The Exhibition is expected to include about 28 dealers from around Australia and overseas. 
All of the Canberra Jury will be asked to type their written critiques with all exhibitors in the 
competitive classes receiving a typed written critique. A number of Society meetings will 
take place at the Exhibition including the Postal Stationery Society of Australia. 
 
   



Ed Druce Memorial Prize 
 
The Council donated the Ed Druce Memorial Prize for Sydney 2019 which was awarded to 
Lindsay Chitty. 
 
Judges and Exhibitors Seminars 
 
The Council organised regular meetings for judges and exhibitors throughout the year 2018-
19. These have been well-attended and provide an opportunity for ACT Judges (State, 
National and FIP) and for interested exhibitors, established and potential. The session usually 
includes trial judging of two or more exhibits and advice to those preparing new exhibits. 
One focus of the meetings this year was assisting the novice members of the ACT 
Australasian Challenge Team prepare their exhibits for Sydney 2019. 
 
ACT Exhibitors 
 
ACT exhibitors continue to be active in exhibiting at FIP, FIAP and National Exhibitions. 
The ACT entered teams in the Australian Challenge and the Postcard Challenge, both held at 
Sydney 2019.  
 
The Council, through the work of Bruce Parker, continues to make available archival quality 
paper for exhibits.  
 
Frames and Frame Trailer 
 
The Council continues to maintain a frame trailer. 
 
APF 
 
The ACTPC nominated Ian McMahon for the APF Executive and Paul Barsdell to represent 
the ACT at the APF AGM and the State Council Forum in September 2019. 
 
Ian McMahon 
 
President 
August 2019 
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ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2018/19 
 
The current officers of the Philatelic Development Council (PDC) are – 

  Linda Lee  Council Chair 
  Lionel Savins  Council Deputy Chair 
  John Sadler  Council Secretary and Public Relations Officer 
  David Collyer  Philatelic Development Officer – Metropolitan 
  Ed Wolf  Philatelic Development Officer – Country 
  Yung Benson  Youth Development Officer 
  Ken Leong  Committee Member 
  Geoffrey Lewis Committee Member 
  John Moore  Committee Member 
  John Pearson  APTA Representative 
 
The major highlight of the year was undoubtedly the Sydney Stamp & Coin Expo 2019, held in the Johnny 
Warren Indoor Sports Stadium, Hurstville Aquatic Leisure Centre, from 
13th to 16th June.  The theme for the exhibition was the Centenary of the 
Signing of the Treaty of Versailles, which officially ended the First 
World War.  The exhibition logo is shown at right. 

171 exhibitors contributed 769 frames of high level philatelic material 
plus a display only frame of Australian banknotes.  The exhibition 
hosted The Australasian Challenge and the Picture Postcard Challenge, 
the first time in Sydney.  The change in time between the Challenges 
from two years to three years made this possible.  NSW came 5th in both 
Challenges.  Another pleasant surprise was the 88 frames of material 
received from India. 

This exhibition coincided with China 2019, in Wuhan, but, apart from 
some of the philatelic dealers, there was minimal impact on our exhibition.  The 27 Large Gold and 32 Gold 
medals awarded certainly attested to this conclusion. 

We again used the Hurstville facility, plenty of space and parking, both essential.  The show was the largest 
held since the re-introduction of National exhibitions into Sydney in 2007, with the number of frames 
narrowly eclipsing the 2011 event, 728 frames, held at The Royal Randwick Racecourse.  The need for 
carpeting on the floor no longer applied, greatly improving the set-up and pull-down times.  Our experience 
from 2015 allowed many small hindrances to be overcome.  

Our Council Chair, Linda Lee, was Chairman of the Jury, and our webmaster, Ken Leong, ensured that the 
exhibition website was always up to date. 

As many of the attending dealers also traded in coins, a display case of non-competitive numismatic material 
was on display, kindly on loan from Rod Sell, Treasurer of the Australian Numismatic Society. 

Overall, a very successful event.  

Youth activities were highlighted at the exhibition by a series of non-competitive one page displays from the 
Sydney Youth Stamp Group.  To encourage increased Youth participation in exhibiting there needs to be a 
change in emphasis in our main youth group, the Sydney Youth Stamp Group, introducing activities which 
move away from single page presentations to structured multi-page and multi-frame displays.   



We have for quite some time been trying to tempt one of the NSW country clubs into holding a State level 
exhibition, and in November our efforts were rewarded.  Orange Stamp & Coin Club Inc. accepted our 
challenge, and the one-frame event was held on 17 and 18th November 2019, in conjunction with the Orange 
Spring Fair.  The exhibition attracted 15 entries.  Jim Johnstone and Ed Wolf transported the 15 sheet frames 
from Sydney, and judged the material.  The exhibition received strong support from Sydney exhibitors, but 
the prize for best entry went to a local, Derek Dolstra, Orange Club Secretary, scoring 89 points with his 
entry “Mails in the Period of Hyperinflation in the Weimar Republic”. 

This event has allowed us to achieve a long-term ambition to decentralise the emphasis on exhibiting away 
from the major population areas.  Orange has expressed an interest in a repeat, but not in 2019.   

Using the Philas House “wall frames”, the PHILAS Open Days continue to showcase what people collect.  
In October 2018 The Smithfield Stamp Club, Inc (Smithfield) ran a very successful and well attended inter-
club competition.  This was the fourth year for this event, and both the quality and ingenuity of exhibits 
continues to improve, fuelled by an increasing level of competitiveness.  This event is well supported and 
has become a major attraction in Sydney’s annual philatelic calendar.  Judging is by popular vote.  This 
competition will be continued in 2019.  

The February Open Day has traditionally been offered to entrants in a forthcoming national exhibition to 
have their material reviewed by a team of experienced exhibitors and judges.  As the number of exhibitors 
taking advantage of this opportunity has been minimal, it was decided to supplement the former activity 
with a competition for junior exhibitors.  Our initial attempts have not been well supported.  This junior 
competition is sponsored by Smithfield. 

The June Open Day was cancelled as the date coincided with the Sydney Stamp & Coin Expo.   

In exhibiting NSW is certainly prominent, and the PDC is continuing to promote and support this interest.  
Every local, interstate and international Show has had several NSW exhibitors represented.   

John Franklin and Tony Griffin have recently completed their National Judging apprenticeships. 

Other initiatives in progress are - 

 John Pearson, supported by Paul Storm, gave a two hour introductory presentation on stamp 
collecting to the Chatswood branch of the University of the Third Age, U3A.  The presentation was 
well received and John and Paul have been invited back this year for a more detailed presentation.  It 
is our aim, with additional presenter participation, that these initial endeavours be expanded to other 
branches of U3A. 

 NSW clubs and societies are being continually encouraged, when preparing their annual agendas, to 
include some important philatelic dates, i.e., the PHILAS Open Days, the PHILAS Auction dates and 
any major Australian exhibitions.  Greater awareness of these activities should be beneficial to both 
attendance and participation. 

 Over the past few years, the PDC website has become outdated.  With the change in the PHILAS 
Webmaster, this trend should be reversed. 

The regular attendance at our monthly PDC meetings is greatly appreciated. The members contributions 
have meant that decisions taken by the PDC reflect the views of all the Council members.  

Linda Lee 
31 August 2019 
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Annual Report 2018-2019 
 
The Executive elected at the 2018 AGM were: President – Dr Philip Levine FRPSL; Vice-President – Mr Jeff 
Gunston; Secretary – Mr Craig Chappell; Treasurer – Mr John Crowsley MAP; Education & Public Relations 
Officer & Judges Coordinator – Mrs Joan Orr MAP, ACCCF; Club Liaison Officer – Mr David Roberts; Librarian 
– Mr Jeffrey Gunston. 
 

The Queensland Philatelic Council is self-funded and functions from owned property at Wynnum.  A 
substantial library has been built and continues to expand by purchase and donation. 
 

The Queensland Stamp Collector, the quarterly journal published by the Queensland Philatelic Council 
continues.  It continues to be excellently edited by John Crowsley.  Content comprises articles, club & society 
news and the programme of events. 
 

All stamp clubs and philatelic societies in Queensland are affiliated with the Queensland Philatelic Council.   
 

As previously, four Bazaar Days have been held at QPC House throughout the year.  The financially successful 
events are attended by a range of dealers and an invited club with their circuit books.  A sale by tender is 
held with enthusiastic support and great refreshments are available.  Each of these days is very well 
patronized and have been very successful since Dr Murray Collins organized a major upgrade. 
 

The annual state level exhibition – Queensland Stampshow 2018 was held in conjunction with the Brisbane 
Stamp & Coin Expo, held at QSAC (QEII stadium), Nathan on 10 & 11 November 2018.  The exhibition was 
very successful.  Awards were presented at a dinner, attended by organisers, dealers and exhibitors at the 
nearby Salisbury Hotel. 
 

The Queensland Philatelic Council oversees a continuing programme of talks and displays, and supports 
school based junior clubs, mainly in the South Burnett region.  Mrs Joan Orr continues to do a tremendous 
job of mentoring exhibitors from local to international level. 
 
The library has seen significant additions, particularly from Derek Brennan and Judy Kennett. 
 

Qualified judges from Queensland have judged at and been commissioners to club, state, national and 
international exhibitions. 
 
The access ramp to QPC House begun in the previous year, was completed during the year. 
 
 
Craig Chappell (Secretary) 

mailto:qpcstamps@gmail.com


 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Annual Report to Australian Philatelic Federation for 2018/19. 
 
SAPC Membership 
 

The council membership remains the same as last year with 19 metropolitan and 12 country societies 
and allows for delegates from all 31 affiliated South Australian and Northern Territory societies, two 
from the local trade and one from Australia Post. Sadly, following the passing of Michel Roland, the 
SA Frama Group will cease from 30 June 2019. 
 
SAPC Management 
 

The present Council Management Committee consists of eleven members –  
 President     Martin Walker 
 Vice-President   Jenny Roland 
 Secretary     Linda Welden 
 Treasurer    David Figg 
 Publicity Officer   Vacant 
 Philatelic Development Officer Vacant 
 Property Officer   Dianne James 
 Circuit Book Manager  Peter Wilson 
 Judges’ Registrar   Anthony Presgrave 
 Committee (2)   Gordon Oates and Claire Thomas 

The SAPC also has positions for an Archives Officer (Anthony Presgrave), Souvenir Product Sales 
(Claire Thomas) and a Congress Co-ordinator (Linda Welden). 
 

SAPC Judges and Exhibition Commissioners 
 

Nationally accredited judges in South Australia are M. Blinman, J. Bodnar, A. Downes,  
D. Edwards, P. Edwards, D. Figg, A. Presgrave, J. Roland, M. Walker, L. Welden and C. Ziegeler. 
Probationary judge is A. Nuijten and apprentice judges are N. Carter, and N. Cutajar. 
Commissioners are – M. Blinman, D. Figg, A. Presgrave, J. Roland, M. Walker, L. Welden,  
and C. Ziegeler. 
 

SAPHIL House 
 

The Council owns a property at 22 Gray Court, Adelaide, which houses the APF Store, an office for 
the Circuit Book Scheme, storage facilities, the SAPC Archive and a meeting hall. It is the home of 
the Philatelic Society of South Australia, including their Commonwealth and South Australia Study 
Groups; The Australian Airmail Society; Postal Stationery & Postal History Society of Australia; the 
Australian Postcard Society the SA Branch of the Australian Match Cover Collectors’ Society and 
The Printed Collectables Club.  
 

SAPC Awards 
 

The Council makes available a number of awards each year.  
 The Briskham Award, for meritorious services to philately in South Australia, was awarded to 

Linda Welden.  
 The Harry Butler Award, for services to a particular society; was awarded to Peter Siggs of 

the Encounter Bay Stamp Club.  
 The Maria Mincoff Award for Youth. was not presented this year.  

South Australian Philatelic Council Inc. 
SAPHIL House - 22 Gray Court Adelaide.  SA 5000.  
Postal: PO Box 12064, Sturt Street PO, Adelaide. SA 5000. 
Ph. (08) 82123557  -  E-mail:  saphil@adam.com.au 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Annual Report to South Australian Philatelic Council for 2018/19. 
 
The Year’s Events 
 

 South Australians exhibited at Praga 2018, SAVPEX 2018, Macau 2018; Exfil, Santiago, 
Chile; Armistice Stampshow Dunedin, New Zealand 2018; Sharjah 2018; Bangkok 2018; 
Dubai EPAEX 2019; Sydney 2019, and Wuhan China 2019. 

 The SAPC hosted the 2018 Annual General Meeting of the Australian Philatelic Federation. 

                              
                      The Australian Philatelic Federation and delegates from each state council at the APF AGM. 
 

 Mike Kovaleff was awarded the Australian Philatelic Federation’s SPAN Award for services 
to philately at the national level. Mike has been the Archival Products Project Officer for 
several years and has brought new products and new operations standards to the APF’s store 
for collectors. He has also operated the State Council’s Circuit Book Scheme for many years. 

 The Australian Airmail Society celebrated its fiftieth anniversary and hosted the 2018 SAPC 
Congress.  

                
                         The Annual SAPC Congress was well supported by some of the nation’s top dealers. 

South Australian Philatelic Council Inc. 
SAPHIL House - 22 Gray Court Adelaide.  SA 5000.  
Postal: PO Box 12064, Sturt Street PO, Adelaide. SA 5000. 
Ph. (08) 82123557  -  E-mail:  saphil@adam.com.au 
 



 
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
Annual Report to South Australian Philatelic Council for 2018/19. 
 
The Year’s Events (continued) 
 

 The Numismatic Society of South Australia hosted a major fair at the Torrens Parade Ground. 

                       
    One of the year’s most successful events was the Numismatic Society’s Fair with approx. 20 visitors 
                   joining the society. The prolific Mick Vort-Ronald was in attendance with some of his 100+ titles. 
 

 The Australian Airmail Society, Australian Postcard Society, The Philatelic Society of South 
Australia, the Numismatic Society of South Australia & the Mount Gambier Philatelic 
Society hosted SA History Month Events. 

                           
                  A magnificent billiard table in the stately home of Yallum Park, Penola was used for displays at the  
                   Mount Gambier P.S. History Month event. At right is Les Parson’s. co-author of a new biography 
                                       of Captain Harry Butler, speaking at the Australian Airmail Society. 

 The council continues to operate a popular and successful circuit book scheme serving local 
and interstate societies and specialist groups.   

 The SAPC has conducted further Sunday auctions at SAPHIL House and they are proving 
very popular. 

 Salisbury Philatelic Society hosted another successful Stamp Fair. 
 The Port Pirie Philatelic Society celebrated its 85th Anniversary in March 2019 
 The Australian Postcard Society celebrated their 10th anniversary in April 2019. 
 The Strathalbyn Philatelic Society celebrated their 40th anniversary in June 2019. 

South Australian Philatelic Council Inc. 
SAPHIL House - 22 Gray Court Adelaide.  SA 5000.  
Postal: PO Box 12064, Sturt Street PO, Adelaide. SA 5000. 
Ph. (08) 82123557  -  E-mail:  saphil@adam.com.au 
 



 
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
Annual Report to South Australian Philatelic Council for 2018/19. 
 
The Year’s Events (continued) 
 

 The Mount Gambier Philatelic Society hosted a special display of World War I philately and 
memorabilia for the Armistice Day centenary. 

                                            
 

 The Australian Postcard Society hosted another successful exhibition at the Torrens Parade 
Ground Drill Hall. The occasion also featured a “Ross Smith Appraisals Session” conducted 
by SAPC President, Martin Walker, and Phil Sunman of Philicia Antiques.  

                             
The full Epic Flight Centenary Committee at the annual dinner of the Royal Aeronautical Society (SA 
Branch) and, at right, ‘philatelic representatives’ David Figg and Martin Walker at the Ross Smith 
Appraisals Day. Also pictured are Phil Sunman, Judith Rieschbieth and Gary Lloyd, who represents 
the Smith family on the committee. 
 

 SAPC President Martin Walker, treasurer David Figg and Numismatic Society delegate 
Barrie Newman have become members of the of the Epic Flight Centenary Committee. The 
committee has been formed under the History Trust of South Australia to co-ordinate and 
promote the significance of the first flight from England to Australia in its centenary year. 
Other members of the committee include representatives from the Royal Australian Air Force, 
the Honourable Company of Pilots, The North Road Cemetery Trust (where the Smith 
Brothers are buried), Adelaide Airport Ltd., Adelaide City Council, South Australian Aviation 
Museum and the State Library of South Australia. The ambassador of the committee is a 
journalist and columnist with Adelaide’s Sunday Mail newspaper.  

 Finally, the passing of Michel Roland will leave a significant void in the state’s, and the 
country’s, development of philatelic exhibitors. Michel was a recipient of the Australian 
Philatelic Federation’s M.A.P. in 2010 and served as their co-ordinator for One-Frame 
exhibiting. He was a driving force in the recognition of picture postcard exhibiting in national 
and international philatelic exhibitions.  

South Australian Philatelic Council Inc. 
SAPHIL House - 22 Gray Court Adelaide.  SA 5000.  
Postal: PO Box 12064, Sturt Street PO, Adelaide. SA 5000. 
Ph. (08) 82123557  -  E-mail:  saphil@adam.com.au 
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Annual Report to South Australian Philatelic Council for 2018/19. 
 
Philatelic Journals Published in South Australia & Northern Territory. 
 

The SAPC produces a quarterly newsletter “SAPC News” reporting on current news and events in the 
philatelic world in South Australia and the Northern Territory. 
Several societies produce journals. These include - 

 ‘Stamp Talk’ (Philatelic Society of South Australia) 
 ‘Shilling Violet’ (SA Study Group of the Philatelic Society of South Australia) 
 ‘Perforated Points’ (Salisbury Philatelic Society) 
 ‘Printed Planet Times’ (Printed Collectables Club) 
 ‘S.A. Frama & Machine Issued Study Group’ (S.A. Frama Study Group) 
 ‘NSSA Newsletter’ (Numismatic Society of South Australia) 

The APF Journal Support scheme assists the publication of these journals. 
 ‘Observer’ (SA Match Cover Collector’s Society) 
 ‘Postcard Society Journal’ (Australian Postcard Society) 
 ‘The Australian Aerophilatelist’ (Australian Airmail Society) 

 
Plans for 2019-20 
 

The SAPC has the following goals for 2019-20 – 
 Continue to assist societies to promote the hobby to the South Australian collecting public in 

both Adelaide and country districts.  
 Develop an internet and social media presence (continued from last year). 
 Lift the profile of philately within the general community. 
 Maximise the potential of the re-furbished SAPHIL House by increasing its use for fairs, 

auctions, seminars & training courses and Open Days, particularly on weekends. 
 Facilitate the formation of new societies in the state and territory. 
 Encourage additional societies to meet at SAPHIL House. 
 Assist and promote the centenary celebrations of the Harry Butler flight from Adelaide to 

Minlaton and the Smith Brothers’ flight from England to Australia. 
 Assist and promote an exhibition coinciding with the England – Australia Flight centenary. 
 Continue to assist the improvement of exhibiting and judging skills in the State. 
 and (most importantly) recruitment of volunteers for these projects. 
 Celebrate the 25th Anniversary of the Opening of SAPHIL House on 10 December 2019. 

 

The SAPC expects the prominence of the centenary celebrations of the first England to Australia 
flight will bring the general public to events such as Aeropex where they can be exposed to the 
passion for collecting, researching and exhibiting.  
 

It is hoped the push into the internet and social media arenas may also re-engage some youth interest 
in philately in the state. Whilst the council continues to plan and design a strategy for these arenas it is 
pleasing to note that one of our committee promotes the hobby and our events through her own ‘South 
Australian Stamp Clubs’ Facebook page.  
 
Martin Walker 
SAPC President 
July 2019 

South Australian Philatelic Council Inc. 
SAPHIL House - 22 Gray Court Adelaide.  SA 5000.  
Postal: PO Box 12064, Sturt Street PO, Adelaide. SA 5000. 
Ph. (08) 82123557  -  E-mail:  saphil@adam.com.au 
 



PRESIDENT’S REPORT   TASMANIA STAMP COUNCIL  

2018‐2019 

The number of stamp clubs/philatelic societies affiliated with the Council has remained at four. 

These clubs cover the breadth of the state. Club membership has remained steady and meeting 

attendance has increased.  

Club Membership Figures 

Name of Club  Financial Members  New Members 2018‐19 

Tasmanian PS  174  6 

Launceston PS  121  5 

Glenorchy SC  42  4 

Devonport SC  48  10 

Totals  385  25 

 

The Devonport Stamp Club introduced regular casual Sunday meetings during the winter months in 

response to a number of members unwilling to travel at night.  

Clubs continue regular programmes with many speakers presenting a wide variety of topics in both 

the north and the south. Clubs are encouraging such additions to their calendar by offering to pay 

some of the travel expenses of visiting speakers. This has fostered a growing interaction between 

clubs. 

Launceston and Devonport continue to hold market days; Launceston two, Devonport three. These 

market days are an important occasion for local stamp collectors buying and selling but also as an 

important time for like‐minded people to socialise. It is also an opportunity for these clubs to make 

their presence felt through the media and their contact with local businesses. A steady trickle of new 

members is the result. 

The question of security at these fairs appears to be resolved for the time being. A combination of 

reorganising the floor space, more vigilance, contact with local police and with security companies 

for advice and better security signage. The issue of public liability insurance and how the APF 

insurance policy works in with these fairs was raised by the Devonport Stamp Club and was referred 

to the governing body. After much debate the APF have taken a ‘no change’ stance. 

The Tasmanian Philatelic Society produces a journal, ‘The Courier’, twice per year as well as an 

extensive web presence offering much information for Tasmanian collectors and an on‐line 

discussion forum.  The Launceston Philatelic Society revamped their web site a couple of years ago. 

The Devonport Stamp club has re started their web presence this year, after a five‐year gap, with a 

new design. There is still much to do. 

Tasmania’s presence was felt at the 2019 Stamp and Coin Show Exhibition in Sydney. The most 

notable effort was the Tas Team for the ‘Australasian Challenge’ at this exhibition where we had six 

exhibitors two of whom won Best in Class ‐ Malcolm Groom and Gaye and Graeme Chequer. Plans 

are well advanced for a National One‐frame exhibition in Hobart November 2020. The venue will be 

the Hobart Town Hall as with previous exhibitions.  

 

 



TASMANIAN EXHIBITION RESULTS 2018‐2019 To date 

Bunbury 2019 Stamp, Coin, Banknote and Postcard Show 

Class: Postal History 2(a) Peter Allan (TPS) Tasmanian Free Mail 1853‐1882 ‐ Acts & Regulations  85 

points  Gold 

Class: Postcards  Gaye & Graeme Chequer (TPS)  Joseph Chamberlain and his Fiscal Policies                 

87  points Large Vermeil 

Class: Postcards   John Panckridge (TPS)   Heaven or Hell? Behind the Scenes at the Leipzig Fair  

80 points Large vermeil 

Class: Topical  Gaye & Graeme Chequer (TPS)   World Orchid Conference Issue  72 points  

Large silver                                          

Class: Banknotes  Gaye & Graeme Chequer (TPS) Noteworthy Orchids 79 points Vermeil                                                      

Sydney Coin and Stamp Expo 2019 

Class: Postal History  John Wettenhall (LPS) Five Centuries of Mail Disinfection   81 points              

Large vermeil 

Class: Postal Stationery  Malcolm Groom (TPS)   Tasmanian Embossed Stationery 1883‐1912               

92 points  Large gold 

Class: Thematic Philately Gay & Chequer (TPS)  About Orchids ‐ A Chat 90 points  Large gold                                      

Class: Picture Postcards   David Newell (TPS)   "A Gift From the Gods" : The Art of Raphael Kirchner      

79 points  Vermeil 

Class: Junior‐Jeffrey Thompson (TPS)   The Voyages of Captain Cook – The Pacific Wanderer 

61 points  Silver Bronze 

Hong Kong Stampex 2 March 2019 

Class: Postal History  Malcolm Groom (TPS)  Western Tasmania: A social Postal History of 

Prospectors and Post Offices 82 points  Large vermeil 

Thailand 2018 World Stamp Exhibition 30 Nov – 3 Dec 

Class: 3b  Peter Allan (TPS)  Australia Postal Rates ‐ December 1934 ‐ 1952 81 points  Vermeil          

 

Sharjah Stamp Exhibition 2018 13 – 17 Nov 2018 

Class: Literature  Tasmanian Philatelic Society  The Courier: Journal of the Tasmanian Philatelic Soc.      

87   points  Large vermeil 

 

Gary Carbines 

4/08/2019 



    VICTORIAN PHILATELIC  
         COUNCIL INC.  
 
       REPORT FOR 2018-2019 
 
 
The composition of the Victorian Philatelic Council is:  

• Four members elected by affiliated Clubs and Societies: 
   Charles Bromser (Polish) and Raymond Lancaster (Geelong)  
• Four members nominated by the Royal Philatelic Society of Victoria: 
  Garry Brown, Peter Leitch, Frank Pauer and John Rennie. 
• Four members nominated by the Australasian Philatelic Traders’ Association: 
  Robert Williamson of the Stamp Album regularly attends Council meetings. 

 • A non-voting observer from Australia Post: 
   None is available from Australia Post. 
 
At the 2017 VPC Council Annual General Meeting the following Office bearers were elected: 
      President:          Peter Leitch 
      Vice President:        Robert Williamson 
      Secretary:          Peter Leitch 
      Treasurer:          Peter Leitch 
 
The Council has 7 members who all have served for over 10 years. The Secretary has held 
that position for over 15 years. The 2018 Annual General Meeting saw the Secretary retain 
the trifecta when he was also re-elected President. 
 
The Council has also appointed people to the following positions: 
      Youth Development Officer:    Laurie Smyth 
      Philatelic Development Officer:   Robert Williamson 

State Judges Co-ordinator     Frank Pauer 
 
Affiliated Clubs and Societies 
During the 2018 VPC year there were 35 affiliated Clubs and Societies. 19 are in the 
Melbourne Metropolitan area and 16 in country Victoria. 
Since 2009 affiliation with the VPC has meant the payment of an affiliation fee. Affiliation 
with the VPC includes the benefit of the Australian Philatelic Federation insurance cover. 
There are 2 Country clubs that have 2 evening meetings per month. 4 Metropolitan Clubs 
have a day and an evening meeting per month. 3 metropolitan clubs have 3 meetings a month; 
2 evening plus a day meeting. 
There are 2 Clubs that cater for special interests: Polish and Italian. 
Two Melbourne based Clubs own their own premises: Royal Philatelic Society of Victoria 
and the Brighton Philatelic Society. The VPC does not have its own premises. 
One disappointment during the year was the winding up of the Prahran Philatelic Society; the 
Society was founded in 1904. 
 



 
VICTORIAN PHILATELIC COUNCIL INC.   

 
REPORT FOR 2018-2019 (continued) 

 
 
VICPEX Exhibitions 
The Council encourages Clubs to host and participate in a VICPEX State level exhibition and 
stamp fair. It is anticipated that the next VICPEX will be in Shepparton in 2019. The 
Shepparton Philatelic Society will be celebrating it 50th anniversary in 2019. 
 
Stamp Display Copies 
The VPC has colour copies of a large number of stamp displays on a wide variety of topics, 
which are used at stamp fairs and lent to affiliate Societies. Having copies reduces the security 
risk of handling original material. 
 
Display Frames 
For many years the VPC has maintained a trailer with 30 15 sheet display frames, which give 
60 sides. Affiliated Clubs and Societies can borrow the display frames free of charge. The 
frames are occasionally used by non-philatelic Societies. The trailer was used once during the 
year for a club competition. 
 
 
Peter Leitch 
Secretary 
20/7/2019 
 



Western Australian Philatelic Council Inc. 
 

Report for Australian Philatelic Federation -  AGM September 2019 
 
Executive Committee 
 
The Committee as elected at the AGM, October 2018 comprises 
 
   President :     Mike Kouwen  (Fremantle & Districts P. S.) 
      also responsible for Property Management 
   Vice President :    Keith Michaelson (Mandurah P. S.) 
      also responsible for Equipment 
   Secretary :    John DiBiase (PS of Western Australia) 
   Treasurer :     Gavin Woodward (P. S. of Western Australia) 
   Philatelic Development Officer :  Glen Stafford (Mandurah P. S.) 
      also responsible for Public Relations, 
       APF Liaison 
   Youth Development Officer Vacant   
   Committee Members :   
        Denis Penfold (PS Rockingham & Kwinana Districts) 
      responsible for Country Exchange Circuit 
        Ross Edwards (Fremantle & Districts PS) 
 
Further to the above, we have ‘ex officio’ officers ie Johanna Stafford (Webmaster) and 
‘volunteers’ Andrew Martin and Bernard Buckland who provide support in the youth and 
publicity areas.  
 
At this point I would like to take the opportunity to thank all of the above for their 
commitment and effort over the last year. 
 
Last year I reported … 
    
“While on first appearances, the Committee looks to be well rounded, careful examination 
shows that some people have multiple responsibilities and those on Committee represent a 
select few societies. Basically there is nobody outside of this group who is prepared to 
represent their Club as a Delegate on Council and this is cause for concern. I hesitate to ask 
those on Committee to do more because by and large these people are overcommitted at the 
Club level as well (let alone their other interests and/or Community responsibilities).” 

Basically nothing has changed. While the Youth Development position is vacant we do have 
someone showing interest and is prepared to work on specific tasks rather than take overall 
responsibility. 

Otherwise it is this same Committee which then becomes the sub committee for events such 
as the Bunbury One Frame National and our Annual Swan River Stamp Show. Once we have 
expended all our energy organizing and running these events, we have little left to give. 

  



Financial Position 
 
Underpinned by the lease agreement for the use of our rooms, Council is in a sound financial 
position and we are budgeting to break even this financial year. Fortunately, the lessee has 
made a long term commitment. 
 
Property 
 
Council continues to have a well maintained property, the management of which is made 
considerably easier through the involvement of a tenant who uses our rooms for training 
during normal business hours. The falling property market means that the move to redevelop 
the entire complex has been put on hold.   
 
Equipment 
 
Storage of frames, tables etc is well in hand with the ongoing use of our Container (and 
reorganisation and implementation of plans as to how this should be maintained). The new 
trailer has proved to be a great success. 
 
Swan River Stamp Show  
 
Our Annual State Exhibition took place last October in the Loftus Recreation Centre, 
Leederville and was reasonably successful with 24 Exhibits and 11 dealers. This was our 
second year here and while we had great hopes for this venue, various problems with access 
and noise etc mean that once again we are on the move. This year, we will be using the 
Canning Exhibition Hall which is a venue that is used for some local commercially run 
Stamp Fairs and Auctions and is tried and tested.  We look forward to 5 & 6 October 2019 
with some confidence.  
 
Bunbury National One Frame 2019 
 
The Bunbury Stamp, Postcard, Coin & Banknote Show (20 & 21 July 2019 - incorporating 
the National One Frame) has just been held. We had 60+ entries and what I thought was a 
reasonable attendance. All the feedback I received was positive with the exception being the 
dealers – one or two had good sales, most were marginal and a few had a very disappointing 
show. It has been suggested that we refine our advertising strategy. As part of our review we 
will consider this aspect. Financially it looks as though we will make a profit due to some 
generous donations and some unexpected savings. Particularly pleasing was the enthusiastic 
support and willingness to help by members of the 3 local Stamp Clubs and the Coin Club.  
 
Exhibiting & Judging (National) 
 
Western Australia continues to participate strongly in this area. At Sydney 2019, Western 
Australia came 4th (out of 9) in the Australasian Challenge and 4th (out of only 5) in the 
Postcard Challenge. 
 
APF Representation 
 
 Ongoing, with the involvement of G & J Stafford. 
 



 
 
Hasluck Medal 
 
The E. M. Hasluck Medal for services to philately in Western Australia was not awarded in 
2018. 
 
Website 
 
http://www.wapc.org.au/   Through the efforts of Johanna Stafford has been well maintained 
over the last year.  
 
Clubs 
 
Ongoing support is provided through the maintenance of our standard programs. Overall 
membership is holding steady (and even increasing in some areas) but many clubs are still 
having difficulty in attracting new people to serve on their Committees. One well established 
Club has folded but a new Club in an adjacent area is becoming established. 
 
Other 
 

- As part of the promotion of the Bunbury One Frame Show, Council delivered training 
sessions focussed on developing One Frame Exhibits (and targeted at encouraging 
new exhibitors). These were short and sharp and held during normal Club meetings. 
Only a few entries resulted but there was plenty of interest and I am hopeful that the 
seeds that have been planted will bear fruit at some stage. 
 

- The West Australian Card Collectors Society (WACCS) became affiliated with 
Council during the year. As a result I expect that WACCS will become better known 
by the established philatelic community and WACCS members will become more 
involved in mainstream philately. 

 
 
 
Mike Kouwen 
President Western Australian Philatelic Council 
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PRESIDENTS REPORT TO APF 

The financial year of 2018/19 has supplied many positive results for the Association as follows:  

1. Financially APTA has had a positive result with increased focus on cost saving & income. 

2. Several regular committee meetings have been held including meetings in conjunction with Sydney, 

Brisbane and Perth shows. 

3. This year APTA has gained 2 new memberships – Tristan Brittain(UK) and Charles Leski(VIC) 

4. APTA has issued two overprinted Minisheets for shows in Perth and Sydney. The sale of 

overprinted sheets are conducted via “preferred suppliers” rather than directly with APTA. Sheets 

are limited to 100. 

5. The APTA AGM will be held in Brisbane in November in conjunction with the Brisbane Stamp & 

Coin Show. 

6. The APTA Committee worked with PHILAS to obtain a positive outcome for the 2019 Sydney 

National Stamp Show held in June. 

7. The committee is actively supporting various state shows through direct funds towards advertising 

and promotion in advance of the event as well as giving “Dealer vouchers” for prizes. 

8. APTA continues to work proactively to promote the hobby with dealers having free valuation days & 

educating collectors at the various State shows and through regularly attending club meetings. 

On a sad note, APTA will hold a minute’s silence at the AGM for current and past members who had 

recently passed away including Joe Crum, Eric Etkin, Hugh Freeman, Derek Brennan and Kerry 

McLaughlin. 

The APTA Committee looks forward to continuing its positive results in the 2019/20 financial year. 

David Bryon (APTA Sec)  

on behalf of the President and APTA Committee. 
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